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I first became involved with Liberty in 1971 when I purchased Mamie Caldwell’s old house
in Liberty. I did not know that the Forest Service had already notified the homeowners that
they were considered squatters on Federal land and had only a short time to sign use permits
or be evicted. I participated in the campaign for Liberty while restoring Mamie’s old house
on weekends and holidays. In 1986 I married Carole (Fackler) Heit in Mamie’s house in Liberty. Carole’s parents, Ralph and Henrietta Fackler, were living in Liberty when Carole was
born, she is truly a Liberty native. In 1993 I retired from Boeing after 33 years and Carole
and I moved into Mamie’s house while building a brand new “old” house on the hill where the
Liberty school once sat. After completing the house, history has become my passion. I have
been collecting all the stories and pictures of the Liberty I can find and converting them to
digital media for future generations of the computer age.
Wesley C. Engstrom
2701 Liberty Rd
Cle Elum, WA 98922
509 857-2046
engstrom@elltel.net
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Liberty, Washington
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The Liberty Historic District Townsite—1980. Liberty started as a gold mining camp in 1873 and a hundred years later a
historic district was established that led to a special title being given to the property owners in 1980. Before transferring title
to the land in 1980 the Forest Service contracted with David Wheeler to document the buildings in the Historic District.
David did this by creating drawings of the historic district site location (shown above), a map showing the location of each
house and a drawing of the Liberty arrastra. There is also a narrative telling the history of the district and the history of each
building. A photograph of each building is included. That report was given to the Library of Congress and is included in a
series called Historic American Building Survey (HABS). There were only three copies made of the original report so it did
not receive any distribution locally. The Library of Congress has now made the report available on the internet so anyone can
have a copy. Liberty is located in the north-central part of Kittitas County in Washington State. It is surrounded by the heavily timbered Wenatchee National Forest and is just two miles off Highway 97 between Wenatchee and Ellensburg/Cle Elum.
Drawing courtesy of US Library of Congress (Historical American Building Survey No WA-163—Liberty Historic District (1981).
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Introduction

The purpose of this book is to preserve the history of a school in a mining camp of the late
1800’s with special emphasis on preserving the names of those pioneers involved in creating
the school. The school is typical of rural schools in pioneer times when two miles to school
was about the limit that could be handled by walking or horseback. These rural schools disappeared as the automobile came into prominence and children could be bussed longer distances
and schools were consolidated.
To put the school itself in proper perspective the history of the development of the gold
mines is included as well as the history of Liberty, the only remaining gold mining camp in
the Swauk Mining District. The gold fields proved to be limited in geographical area and
never supplied the bonanza to Kittitas County that the early settlers hoped for. However, the
District did produce the largest nuggets in the state and still produces spectacular crystalline
wire gold specimens sought after by collectors around the world.
The mining camp of Liberty has a history that continued to evolve long after the school
itself ceased operation. The people of Liberty became known for their tenacity in the 1970’s
when Liberty was threatened by the Federal Government with extinction. The people mounted
a campaign for their property that was finally settled by a bill passed in the U.S. Congress
signed by the President of the United States saying they could have clear title to the 19 home
sites in the camp.
In this book original documents are used to depict history as it occurred and pictures, many
never before published, are used to bring history to life. First person accounts are used whenever possible rather than condensing their words into my interpretation of what was said.
This book is a tribute to my mother-in-law, Henrietta Fackler, who was instrumental in
keeping us all organized and focused in the 1970’s in dealing with the government. She started
writing the history of that period but Alzheimer’s cut the effort short in mid stream. I have
used much of her material as she wrote it.
The people at Central Washington State Archives in Ellensburg were extremely helpful
and patient in assisting me. I made many trips back to find information in their files from the
Kittitas County Superintendent of Schools about the Liberty school. I also thank Kathleen
Nebout, Judith Falk, Anita Nesvacil, Warren Leyde, Fred Krueger and Dolores Todd for
their contributions to the book. I am indebted to my wife, Carole, and my granddaughter,
Ceanna Heit, for their help.
Wesley C. Engstrom



Map of Liberty in the Heart of the Swauk Mining District—2002. The boundary of the district is defined by the mountain
ridges to the west, north and east of Liberty some of which are 15 miles distant. Most of the gold mining and family settlement was within 4 miles of the point of discovery, Discovery Bar, on Swauk Creek. Most of the placer mining was done on the
“Old River Channel” which was 12 to 120 feet below the present surface. Wire crystalline gold was concentrated around Flag
Mountain. The original settlement was where Williams Creek flowed into Swauk Creek. A second settlement, Meaghersville
(pronounced Mearsville) started 2 mile east on Williams Creek and later came to be called Liberty also. The School started
in old Liberty and then moved to Meaghersville. Created by Wes Engstrom.
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Gold Miners Create A Town, A School
And A State Highway

Gold was discovered in Swauk Creek in 1873, just 4 years after the first settlers arrived
in the Kittitas Valley, and the small mining camp that followed played an important part in
the development of the County. The initial rush to Swauk Creek involved most of the pioneer
settlers of Kittitas County and there were great expectations for the gold fields. Two mining
camps evolved both of which came to be called “Liberty.” Unlike many mining camps, Liberty
did not boom and then bust. It rose and fell, certainly, but it did not become a ghost town. It
instead became a living ghost town that still exists today.
Liberty School District #44 was established in 1895 in a mining camp within the Swauk
Mining District, a beautiful place in a mountain valley between the cities of Wenatchee,
Ellensburg and Cle Elum. It is on a major highway that connects the three cities and, except
for a sign on the highway, one would not realize a community once existed in this place. Classes
were held from 1896 through 1939 in two different school buildings within the district. The
formation of School District #44, the Liberty School, illustrates the sense of community the
early miners had. Even though the small school no longer exists, there are many who remember it with great affection.
The Swauk and the Peshastin were two mining districts formed in the 1870’s. They were
connected by an Indian trail and as the Peshastin district developed the Indian trail became
a pack animal trail because supplies had to be hauled from Ellensburg or Cle Elum through
the Swauk and over the Wenatchee mountain range to build the mining camp that eventually
became known as “Blewett.” In the 1890’s when large machinery was needed in Blewett, the
miners built and maintained the wagon road themselves. Hence, when the first maps were
made, the pass over the Wenatchee mountains was named Blewett Pass. When the first automobile highway was built across Washington State in the 1920’s the miner’s wagon road
became the Sunset highway. The Sunset highway was improved in the 1930’s which wiped
out the “Old Liberty” camp and then when the north end of the highway was improved in the
1950’s it wiped out the “Old Blewett” mining camp.



An Early Method For Recovering Gold—1890’s. Early gold miners in the Swauk did their work by hand. This flume was
on Williams Creek just above present Liberty probably just before 1900 and it must look similar to the original operations on
Swauk Creek at Discovery Bar in the 1870’s, 80’s and 90’s. The flume carried water to a sluice box with riffles where dirt and
gravel were washed away leaving the gold caught in the riffles. The ground where this flume was built appears to already have
been washed and the gold recovered. The writing on the box says: West Coast Grocery Co. Tacoma, Wash.
A Pautzke photo in the Wes Engstrom collection.



Discovering Gold in Swauk Creek

I write you this at two o’clock in the morning. Will
leave in a couple of hours. All work has ceased in a
measure. The all absorbing topic is the new mines which
are distant only about twenty-five miles—good trail all
the way. A good wagon road can soon be made into the
mines. The stream upon which they are situated enters
the west of the valley, and joins the Yakima some twelve
miles above here.
I have never witnessed a greater excitement. The
house of Shoudy have claims. One of the latter has been
up and returned and the other left immediately on his
return.
You can tell your friend that I think the mines will
pay, but there cannot be much done before next spring.
The snow falls pretty deep there, and the nights, the boys
say, are cool now. An ounce piece has been taken out. I
did not see it, but persons who did tell me so. I have seen
several men who have been up and returned. They have
twenty days to represent their claims in. The discovery
party passed their laws and got everything set before they
proclaimed the news. Joe Davis and two of the Goodwin
boys are of the number.
I am of the opinion that this will lead to a thorough
prospecting of the adjacent country, and will lead to more
important discoveries in the Cascade Mountains. The
Smock affords plenty of water for mining purposes. I did
not learn how deep it is to the bedrock, but my impression
is the diggings are shallow and easily worked. It is my
firm belief that it is a good camp. I will know more about
it in a few days. You will hear from me again.
D.J.S.

The Swauk Mining District was formed in 1873
after gold was discovered in Swauk Creek. The discovery was at a gravel bar a few hundred feet north of
the present Liberty Road turnoff from Highway 97.
There are many stories about the event. The earliest
accounts were in the form of letters to the editor of
the Walla Walla Union, the closest newspaper published at the time of discovery. Seattle of course was
closer but there wasn’t any road over the mountains
yet. All trade with the Kittitas valley was from the
south, much of which came through Walla Walla.
Walla Walla Union Oct. 18, 1873.
Discovery of Gold Mines
Quite an excitement in Yakima County from our
regular correspondent.  Kittitas Valley W. T. Oct 18,
1873.
I write you in a hurry to let you know that important
gold discoveries have been made in the mountains north
of Kittitas on a small creek called the Smock. Ten men
made the discovery some three weeks since. They kept the
thing secret until a few days ago. An Indian messenger
was dispatched to Mr. Bull for him to come forthwith
— that they had struck a good thing. Mr. Bull got the
news in the evening, and started in two hours, it was dark
when he left. Persons left at all hours of the night. Seventy
persons were on the ground in less than two days.
The specimens I saw were coarse, weighing respectively, 1/2 ounce, $5.20 and $4.37. I saw about $70
of the precious stuff at the store of Shoudy and Dennis.
There will be 2,000 men here in less than two days. The
news has gone over to Seattle several days since. Mr.
Stubbs, who is at work in the interest of the Walla Walla
and Seattle railroad, left a few days ago. No person has
time to talk railroad now.
I do not want to be understood that the gold is all
coarse like the nuggets I have mentioned, but some of the
chunks are clear gold, and some have quartz in them,
but these weighed in my presence are almost entirely free
from quartz. Everybody has left — all my neighbors have
gone, married and unmarried.
There is no doubt of the existence of gold in paying
quantities. The discovery party sent down some $300.
Gold is coming down and goods are going up—in a
double sense.

Walla Walla Union Feb. 28, 1874
Swack Creek, Feb. 12, 1874
Editor Union.
A meeting was held on Discovery Bar Feb. 6th for
the purpose of notifying all parties who owned or held
claims on this creek or vicinity to be present and represent
claims, on the 15th of March, otherwise they would be
declared vacant.  A miners’ meeting will be called on
the 15th of March for the purpose of settling all disputes
and difficulties.
There are now some companies running drain ditches
below Discovery Bar, and four companies above, numbering in all about fifty men now on the creek. Nearly all
matters are kept quiet by the miners; for certain purposes
best known to themselves, but sometimes little things will
leak out. They, have found in the Discovery Bar, since



my last, many nuggets, from four, eight, ten, sixteen and
nineteen, dollars, and I think they will prove far better
than was at first thought. There is considerable snow yet,
perhaps from 10 to 24 inches deep in various places on
the creek. The weather has been mild, no cold or windy
weather since my last. More again.
Respectfully yours,  John P. Scarff

the mines and think that they will get a good return for
their labor ultimately.
The Gold Discovery Remembered.
The gold discovery story seems to get more complete as time goes by. The most authentic version appears in a book published 30 years after the event.

In his regular letter our Kittitas correspondent has
this to say of the Swauk mines:
There have been several new arrivals this week from
Walla Walla of persons who are going to try their luck
in the Swauk diggings, or on the other side of the range.
Some of the people of this valley who took up claims
among the first are now either working their claims themselves or doing so by proxy. A miner’s meeting was held
last week at which time it was decided that representing
day should be the 15th of March, instead of the 15th of
June. At the last meeting the time was set in June because
it was thought that little or nothing could be done before
that time to prospect and open up claims. There is water
plenty now, and in May or June there will be entirely too
much. It snows more or less daily, and sometimes nightly
too, on the Swauk, At one time snow fell to the depth of
18 inches in 24 hours. And my informant says there is
now about 2 1/2 feet of snow where they are mining, and
further up it is much deeper. It is of such depth that snow
shoes are required to reach two miles above discovery, and
fifteen miles up no person knows how deep it is. I have
seen good specimens of gold quartz. Gold was visible all
through it.  If I may be allowed to judge, it is rich, but it
was found some fifteen miles up the Swauk on the divide
between the creek and the Teanawanes. This runs parallel with the former and lies to the westward. Discovery
is being worked right along during all the good weather.
They had a clean up last week after a run of two days
with six hands. They obtained $78. There was a nugget
got out of this run that weighed $12. This run is some
200 to 300 feet below the first spot of ground worked.
This information I gleaned from a hand who worked for
the company during the time. You will see by this that
the precious stuff is not confined to one particular spot
on the discovery claims. The French company, spoken
of before, are making preparation to work the ground
they have in earnest. They have their own blacksmith,
and, he has just finished making three dozen picks for
their own use. If there is gold in their ground they will
be most likely to find it. They have every confidence in

A Gold Nugget Worth $1,120—1901. The nugget
was taken from the Henton-McCauley mine, the Elliott, in 1901. At the time the price of pure gold was set
at $24 an ounce and the going price for Liberty nuggets
was $16 an ounce. (This implies that Liberty gold nuggets were 16/24 or 66 percent pure gold.) Therefore the
nugget must have weighed 70 ounces. At today’s value of
$600 per ounce, it would be valued at $28,000. Looked
at another way, the purchasing power of $1,120 in 1904
would be $25,346 today. Any way you look at it that
nugget is a significant find.
Picture from History of Klickitat, Yakima and Kittitas Counties,
Washington, Interstate Publishing Company, 1904, Page 284.



From: History of Klickitat, Yakima and Kittitas
Counties, Washington, Interstate Publishing Company, 1904, Pages 240-241.

an hour they had over five dollars’ worth of coarse dust
and nuggets, one of the latter weighing a dollar.
Next day the party divided its forces, Starr and
Beck going below and the rest above the camp. Those
who ascended the creek found a spot where, as evidenced
by the protruding roots of a large fir tree, the bedrock
was close to the surface. Digging here, Borden took out
a nugget weighing over an ounce, and worth about $16.
He also found gravel that yielded thirty to forty cents
to the pan.
News of the discovery soon precipitated a rush of
miners and others and ere long there were many hundreds on the ground. That fall the Swauk creek mining
district was organized with D. Y. Borden as the first
recorder. It was agreed that claims should be 200 feet
long and from rimrock to rimrock. Soon the creek was
located from its mouth, five miles below Discovery bar,
to the forks fifteen miles up the stream, but the miners
were unable to find gold in paying quantities except on
and in the immediate vicinity of the bar. As a result
most of the people left as speedily as they had come, and
that winter less than fifty were there. These consisted
of the Discovery Company (then increased to twelve
by the addition of John P. Beck, G. W. Goodwin, Al.
Churchill, David Munn, James and Samuel Bates and
another), and three other companies, namely Walter A.
Bull & company, on Starr bar, a French association led
by Joseph Superneau, operating on Williams creek, and
a co-operative company at the mouth of that stream. The
Williams creek miners met with little success that winter,
though subsequently some rich ground was discovered
there. Indeed the explorations and operations of the
first three years failed to bring to light the wealth of the
region, except on Discovery bar, where, in the spring of
1874, sluices were built of whipsawed lumber and where
an ounce a day to the man was averaged that season.
But the next year the lead played out and in 1876 the
mines were abandoned. In the late ‘seventies, activity
was renewed in the Swauk district: lost leads were discovered; the region became a prominent producer and
ever since it has continued to yield considerable quantities
of gold. Many who were attracted to the country by the
first discoveries remained to assist in the development
of Kittitas county’s latent resources, so the finding of the
yellow metal may be considered one of the most important
events of the early days, not alone in its direct but in its
indirect effects.

During 1873 occurred an event of great moment in
the settlement of the future Kittitas county, namely, the
discovery of gold in the Swauk region. As early as 1867
a prospecting party, of which N. Thomas Goodwin,
Benton Goodwin and Edward Towner were members,
had passed through this country, and while following
one of the many Indian trails, namely, that leading
to the Peshastin district, had made a discovery, the
importance of which they did not realize at the time.
While camped for their midday meal near Swauk creek,
Benton Goodwin busied himself in panning one of the
bars of the stream. He was ignorant of the appearance
of native gold, but suspecting that some yellow particles
he found in the bottom of his pan might be the precious
metal, he showed them to Towner, the only experienced
prospector in the party. The latter pronounced the find
gold. His statements were received with considerable
doubt by the party in general, which passed on, having
first jocularly named the place where the gold was found
Discovery bar.
During the ensuing two or three years the region was
prospected occasionally, but no one found enough gold to
warrant the establishment of a camp. In the fall of 1873,
however, a party of men met with better success than had
any of their predecessors. In this fortunate company were
Newton Thomas Goodwin and Benton Goodwin, who
had been in the party that made the discovery six years
previous, also W. H. Beck, George Mycock, whose name
was later changed by the legislature to Starr, and a young
Kentuckian named D. Y. Borden. The men were very
much dispirited, having been unsuccessful in their quest of
fortune and being exhausted and nearly out of provisions,
but Benton and N. T. Goodwin accepted the proposal
of the Kentuckian to prospect Swauk creek. Benton
Goodwin soon discovered a small nugget. He called the
others to him, who soon found a pot hole in the center of
the stream. To dig down to bedrock was the work of but
a short time, as there was nothing in the cavity by wash
gravel. From a panful of dirt a taken out of the bottom
of the hole, Borden washed a small nugget worth about
fifteen cents. The rest of the men were summoned. Leaving their sizzling supper to take care of itself, they set to
work panning the gravel from the pot hole, and within



The Gold Discovery More Colorfully Told
The story of the discovery of gold in the Swauk
has a lot more interesting details when told 100 years
after the event. The story does match the historical
facts, including the need to get clean after a long unsuccessful gold prospecting trip to the Peshastin.

bank. At the top, with a bucket in each hand, he broke
into a run, with his cargo of water sloshing and splashing around him.
As he burst, wide-eyed, into the camp, the others thought surely a bear must be after him. Several
grabbed for their rifles and crouched ready for a shot
at the beast.
Benton, mumbling incoherently, set down the now
half-empty buckets, grabbed his brother by an arm and
pulled the rifle from his hands.
“What’s the matter with you?” Tom yelled.
Raising a hand to his mouth, Benton spit the nugget
into it, and extended the palm for his brother’s inspection.
It took several long seconds before Tom could close his
suddenly gaping mouth—and yell:
“Yahoo! Benton’s found a nugget!”
The others were already gathering around to stare
at the small bit of precious metal. Within the next few
moments they were all grabbing up their panning equipment, ignoring their beans and biscuits, and rushing for
the creek.
Within an hour they had more that $5 worth of
coarse gold and a nugget worth more than $100. All
thought of returning home vanished, and during the few
days at Discovery Bar they took out more than $600 in
gold. By then, however, their supplies had run out, and
they were forced to head for civilization—though vowing
as they rode never to reveal the location of their strike.
Somehow, though, the secret did get out, and a rush was
on to the Swauk district.
For the last hundred years, on into the present,
the area of Swauk Creek and the tributaries was the
scene of a series of peaks and depressions in mining
activity—though with always at least a few prospectors
around or claims being worked.
The Goodwin brothers organized a company in
1874 that did very well for a while at Discovery Bar, but
the claim was abandoned in 1876. In 1889, however,
when Benton Goodwin was passing through the Swauk
area he was surprised to find the growing mining camp
of what became Liberty. He had assumed his company
had mined all the gold, but learned that investments in
exploratory tunnels and in placer or milling machinery
had more than restored production.
The hard times of 1893 started a boom that lasted
until 1905. A minor boom came with dredging operations in the 1920s, and another with the depression years
of the 1930s. Today, especially with higher gold prices,

From: Valley of The Strong, A KIT Publication, Yakima, Washington Published by Wescoast
Publishing Co. 1974, Page 20.
“Discovery Bar” Was Only a Joke—Til 1873.
Then the Vow of Secrecy About Swauk Gold Also
Became a Joke.
“If I went home this filthy,” said D. Y. Borden, one
of a party of prospectors riding through the Swauk Creek
area. “I’d be thrown out of the house. So let’s make camp
at the creek and boil our clothes before heading home.
“Good idea,” agreed Tom Goodwin, who was riding
near him. “And while we’re at it, we can do a little panning.”
“Forget the panning,” growled H. R. Beck, “I’m sick
of finding nothing but sand. But I’m all for boiling the
clothes.”
This was in 1873 and the men were retuning from
an unsuccessful prospecting venture in the Stuart Range
and down Ingalls Creek. In the party were the Goodwin
brothers, Beck, George Mycock, Borden and several others—all tired and discouraged.
After starting a fire, the men settled down to eating
a lunch of beans and biscuits before starting the laundry
operation. Benton Goodwin, who was deaf and mute,
finally went down to the creek with a pair of buckets.
On dipping the first bucket into the creek, he happened to loosen a stone with its rim. After a swirl of muddy water had cleared, Benton saw something glistening
on the streambed. Plunging his hand into the cold water,
he pulled out a handful of gravel‑and there, nestling in
the dark gray gravel was a small gold nugget.
Benton’s heart started pounding. Six years earlier he
had been prospecting with a group in this same spot on
the creek. He had panned out a minute trace of gold, but
the rest of the group had laughed it off as too insignificant
to bother with. They had humorously named the spot
“Discovery Bar.” But here was proof that there really was
more than a mere speck of gold in Swauk Creek.
Excitedly, he popped the nugget into his mouth for
safekeeping, filled the two buckets and struggled up the



prospectors are still pointing out that the major vein of
quartz gold is yet to be found—and that surely, since the
mother lode of all those nuggets has never been located,
it’s got to be around there somewhere.

redskins had captured the men, beat them, actually
skinned them alive and left them tied to stakes, while in
the meantime the women from their train were whipped
and forced to watch the torture.
Benton Goodwin went out alone and risked his
neck to get meat for the others. Because he was a mute
the Indians classed him a “spirit from above” and would
neither molest him nor the rest of the wagon train. His
fearful companions felt that he had kept them all from
getting scalped. The Goodwins had intended to go to
Seattle but instead stayed in the Yakima Valley.
Ten years later, in 1873, the excitement of gold
was in the air. Benton and Tom Goodwin joined the
gold seekers in the area north of Ellensburg. Finding a
still pool in Swauk Creek to bathe and get rid of their
“cooties,” they heated rocks and tossed them in the pool
to warm it. While picking up a rock, Benton found a
big gold nugget, and with it found his voice (remember,
he was a mute) at least he found voice enough to attract
his brother’s attention, which amounted to more throaty
noises than he had ever been capable of before or after.
Bent’s nugget started the gold rush to the Swauk, the
so-called “butcher-knife” rush because men began to pry
gold from crevices in the creek beds with their knives;
and for almost a century men continued to dig for gold
there, the “richest placer in Washington.”
1—2

Another Gold Discovery Story
The following account was adapted from Beyond
The Bend, A History of the Nile Valley in Washington State, by Gretta Petersen Gossett published
by Ye Galleon Press, Fairfield, Washington, 1979.
She started the book in 1946, finished it in 1964
and it was published in 1979. It provides a glimpse
of the character of the people who discovered gold
in the Swauk. She speaks of the Goodwins in the
first person and may have had direct knowledge of
the family.
Dr. Lewis Goodwin, a Surgeon with General
Grant’s Army, had been across the plains once in 1845
and later as far as Walla Walla. In 1863 he agreed to
lead a group of two hundred people across the plains
from eastern Nebraska. Included in the group were Dr.
Goodwin’s brother-in-law, John Beck, and half-brothers
Tom and Benton. A group of twenty wagons from New
York joined the group in Nebraska.
They followed the Oregon Trail along the Platte
River for many miles, sounding the riverbed for quicksand. A number of men waded the stream, probing with
poles to find the safe crossing. At the junction with the
California turnoff, the immigrants were approached by
two men who had been members of the outlaw Younger
brothers and also the Quantrilles band, who begged
permission to accompany the train, as they were tired
of outlawing. Dr. Goodwin took them on, with the understanding that they obey orders and do their share of
work, which worked out very well.
Crossing the Rocky Mountains proved to be the most
difficult part of the journey. At the first noonday stop in
the Rockies, the party was overtaken by a band of Indians
who tried to steal their horses, but were repelled by rifle
fire. Against the better judgment of Dr. Goodwin, the
party from New York decided to leave the main body of
the train to go on ahead. Soon the smoldering ruins of
the twenty wagon came into view, the entire train having
been killed and livestock run off.
In the train that went ahead of Dr. Goodwin were
two “smart Alecs” from the East who had shot, in cold
blood, a young squaw with her baby. In retribution the



Miners Organize Themselves
into a Mining District

Germanic ideas more clearly in their land laws than any
other department of their jurisprudence.
These early mining regulations were strikingly characteristic of a much earlier enterprise in the Old World.
Two writers—a half century apart—noted the similarity
between the conditions that surrounded the Germanic
miners in the middle ages and the California miners
in the middle 19th century with the respect of “mining
freedom” i.e., rules, usages, and customs relating to
mining practice and uses of water for mining purposes.
In-as-much as the principle of free mining and free use of
water therefore spread from the Germanic mining camps
to various other European Countries, and their colonies,
and as the “Forty Niners” came to California from many
countries, an intriguing speculation is that the marked
similarity of old and new customs may not have been
mere coincidence. On the other hand, there may have
been parallel and unconnected developments centuries
earlier in the middle east. The rights of the individual
miners over land were strictly subordinate to the right of
the camp for use was made the proof of ownership.
Then, also, the legislative enactments of the mining
camp clustered with peculiar force about the central
question of land tenure, and a large body of laws was
thus created, setting forth with great exactness of the
size of a claim, the conditions under which it could be
held, the circumstances which would work its forfeiture,

In 1873 there wasn’t any government organization to administer law in a remote mining camp.
Miners organized themselves under existing federal
mining law to establish the size of claims and to
determine what had to be done to hold a claim.
They also recorded claims and determined individual rights when conflicts arose. They were both
a legislative and judicial body within mining district
boundaries
The history of mining district organization is
explained briefly in a paper by Henrietta and Ralph
Fackler. The paper includes a copy of the reorganization of the Swauk Mining District in 1884 when the
district adopted the U. S. mining laws of 1872.
Laws and Customs.
The first legislative duty of miners organizing a mining district was the framing of mining laws.
The civil regulations of the early miners were more
varied and numerous than their criminal codes; and
reduced to their primary significance, they were “Land
Laws of the Frontier,” and reveal the presence of primitive

Swauk Mining District Sign—2000. The sign was made in 1973 when the mining district was reactivated
as a mining association. Photo by Wes Engstrom.



and the method of settling disputes as reference to its
possession.
Moreover, the establishing of district land laws led
inevitably to meetings of miners of many districts, who
harmonized their diverse district codes into one which
should be binding upon all miners within the country.
A still further step in institutional progress.
The claims of each district were numbered and
recorded, and their size was according to local regulations. The miners meetings when sitting to decide upon
questions of this sort was in fact like a local legislature,
or committee of the whole. It decided how many claims
a person could hold; how much work he had to do upon
each one to retain possession; what forms of conveyance
were requisite; what relative rights and duties the owners
of the adjoining claims had; what constituted abandonment of a claim; in what manner riparian rights could
be secured and maintained; lesser regulations about
water supply; rights of, or restrictions upon, aliens in the
camp; and hundreds of cognate subjects. It could levy assessments for general or particular expenses of the camp
as a body corporate, and could at any time adopt new
regulations as seemed desirable for preserving and protecting prior rights. These powers of the miners meeting,
or committees or officers appointed by them, lasted long
after the state was organized. The miner’s legislation was
the basis for federal mining law enacted in 1872.
The laws of the hundreds of camps that grew and
decayed in the Pacific Coast regions, differing though
they did in many particulars, all agree in recognizing
discovery and appropriation of mineral property as the
source of title and the development by use and working as the condition of continual possession. This law
of equal ownership in the gifts of nature deserve more
than a passing notice. Probably every man in the gold
region had  been educated in the doctrines of individual
ownership of land. Yet this illustrates instinctive return to
first principles, this adoption of the ancient idea of “ free
mining land” common to all as once the woods and fields
and pastures of England were common.

Reorganizing Mining District in 1884.
Minutes of Miners Meeting held at John Black’s
Cabin on Swauk, Kittitas County W. Ty. May 7th 1884
, for the purpose of Organizing the Mining District and
enacting Local Laws and Regulations for the Government thereof. D. L. Evans being elected Chairman,.
G. L. Howard Secretary

Ralph Fackler, Chairman
Swauk Mining District
Henrietta Fackler, Secretary
Liberty Coalition
Reference: Shinn, Charles Howard, A Study of
American Frontier Government.

At a miners meeting held at John Black’s cabin
Swauk District, Kittitas County, Wash. Ty., May 7th
1884, We the undersigned unanimously decided that
all chinamen within the boundaries of Swauk Mining
District shall leave, and shall not be allowed to work or
hold any mining ground in the limits of said District and
that no Chinamen shall hereafter be allowed to come into

Article 1. Resolved this District Shall be Known
and Called by the Original Name of Swauk and shall
contain within its Limits—All Mineral Lands Lying
Within the following Boundaries to Wit: Beginning
at the Mouth of Teanaway running up and along East
bank of the same to the Swauk Trail thence to and along
summit of the Swauk and Teanaway divide thence to and
along Summit of Peshastin and Swauk divide thence to
and along Summit of Wilson Creek and Swauk divide
thence along and down the same to the (19) mile post on
Dry Creek thence Westerly to and across the Yakima
River thence up the same to a Point Opposite the Mouth
of Teanaway River and across the Yakima to place of
Beginning. (Carried Unanimously)
Article 2. Resolved all mining claims and transactions in this District shall be recorded in the County
Recorders Office in Ellensburg, Kittitas Co. W. T.
(Carried Unanimously)
Article 4. Resolved that-All Chinamen within the
boundaries of Swauk Mining District shall leave and
shall not be allowed to work or hold any mining ground
in the District-and that-No Chinaman shall hereafter be
allowed to come into the same for the purpose of mining,
and that a notice be served on those now in the limits of
this district to leave at once. (Carried Unanimously)
Article 5. Resolved that a committee of three consisting of James Boxall, D. L. Evans and J. C. Pike shall
present the Chinamen now in the District with the following notice:



Stores Spring up to Serve the Miners

this camp for the purpose of mining, and you are hereby
notified to leave at once under penalty of the Law.

Once the Swauk mining camp formed there was
an opportunity for someone to open a store to supply
the camp. Although gold was discovered in 1873, the
camp did not really grow until the mid 1880’s. After
the initial rush, most miners thought the camp was
already mined out and it wasn’t until hydraulic mining was introduced and miners also found the quartz
veins that the camp prospered. Initially all supplies
came from Ellensburg until the first local store was
established at what is now called Lauderdale, a place
on Swauk Creek at First Creek. It had a trading
post, a stage stop, a post office, and a school. In the
early 1890’s a boarding house and post office were
started on Swauk Creek at Williams Creek. A little
later similar business were established on Williams
Creek at Lyons Gulch.

“Signed”
Luke McDermott
T. Lloyd Williams
S. Bandy
Jas. A. Gilmore
Zeb. Keller
Moses M. Emmerson
James Boxall
Gan. May
D. L. Evans

J. C. Pike
W. H. Elliott
T. F. Meagher
L. McClure
A. J. Wintz
Louis Queitsch
John Black
G. L. Howard

[Note: The recording of minutes at the County was
handwritten and there wasn’t an “Article 3.”
The original records of the mining district between 1873 and 1883 are lost, perhaps never to be
found, so we can only guess at what they said. From
newspaper accounts it is apparent that a placer claim
was 200 feet rimrock to rimrock along a stream and a
miner had to be on the ground on March 15th to hold
his claims. Adopting the 1872 mining law essentially
changed the claim size to 20 acres and required that
$100 of assessment work be done and proof of labor
filed with the county auditor before September 1st
of each year to hold the claim.
1—2

Crossroads at Lauderdale Junction
The present junction of Highways 97 and 970
was at one time the crossroads of wagon traffic in
the upper county. The location was originally called
McCallum on early maps. It then became known as
Virden and later as Lauderdale. On today’s maps it
does not have a name, it is just the junction of two
highways.
During the era of wagon roads in the 1880’s
and 1890’s the area was the crossroads for traffic
between Cle Elum, Thorp and Ellensburg and the
gold mines on Swauk Creek (Liberty) and Peshastin
Creek (Blewett.) Wagons could not make it through
the Yakima River canyon between Cle Elum and
Ellensburg nor could wagons make it through the
Peshastin River gorge between the old gold mining
camp of Blewett and Wenatchee. All supplies for
both the Liberty and the Blewett mining camps had
to come from Ellensburg or Cle Elum through the
junction at McCallum. The wagon road south from
McCallum went through Horse Canyon (Racehorse
Canyon) and then split, one branch going down Dry
Creek to Ellensburg and the other over Hayward
Hill to Thorp.
Peter McCallum was the first to have a commercial business at the Lauderdale Junction. The
traveler of the day used horses and horses require
a “stage stop.” Peter McCallum’s descendents have
described his pioneering effort in the book A History
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of Kittitas County Washington, 1989, Page 638. A
portion of the description is as follows:

He gave land above the road from where Virden School
now stands for McCallum School (District 15).

In the spring of 1882, Peter (McCallum) and two
friends hiked across Snoqualmie Pass via a narrow
Indian trail, leading a horse packed with equipment
to sell to miners in the Swauk camps, and to search for
land. Peter homesteaded 160 acres in Horse Canyon in
August, 1882. He built a log cellar where Sarah and his
three children joined him in October, 1883. He purchased
320 acres of railroad land that joined the homestead,
160 acres of it in 1891. He sold vegetables, beef, chicken,
eggs, milk, cream, butter, cheese, pigs, cured hams and
bacon to the camp of miners on the Swauk. He opened
McCallum post office and store in his home, which was
also used as a land office. He freighted goods from the
Dalles, Oregon, to Liberty, and hauled much gold from
the mines to Ellensburg, which he sent to the U.S. Mint.
He opened a larger store and post office on Swauk Creek.

The McCallum Post Office is also described in
the book Postmarked Washington, Chelan, Douglas
and Kittitas Counties by Guy Reed Ramsey, page
53.
Peter McCallum and his wife Sarah (Harrison)
were among the first farmers to homestead just south
of the Swauk Mining District. In August 1882 they
filed a homestead on 160 acres and immediately began
to develop a farm. Other settlers followed suit, and
McCallum saw an opportunity to serve both farmers
and miners with a grocery and post office. His post office, established in 1884, was the first post office in the
Kittitas Valley proper west of Ellensburgh and north
of the Yakima River. In 1892 Postmaster McCallum
was elected County Commissioner on the Democratic
ticket. He served in that capacity for two terms. In that

The Lauderdale Lodge—1921. Peter McCallum closed his post office and store on the Swauk in 1897 after the post
office and stores had been established in Liberty starting in 1892. The area came to be called Virden because of the
Virden homestead and school. In 1921 Henry “Lloyd” Lauderdale opened a lodge and gas station and the area came
to be called Lauderdale. Henry’s father, Charles “Frank” Lauderdale, ran a store and post office in Liberty beginning
in 1894. The gas station in Lauderdale closed in 1973, the lodge building still exists as a private home.
An Al Nicholson photo in the Wes Engstrom collection.
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To Swauk (Liberty) Mines
and
Peshastin (Blewett) Mines

To “Cle Ellam”

Today’s Highway 970
Today’s Highway 97

To Thorp

To Ellensburgh

The Crossroads at McCallum—1894. A portion of an 1894 General Land Office map showing “P. McCullum’s”
store. Peter McCallum homesteaded at the head of Horse Canyon and opened a store and post office on Swauk Creek
to supply local farmers and the miners at Liberty. His place was a stage stop for wagon traffic between Cle Elum,
Ellensburg, Thorp and the mines at Liberty and Peshastin (later called Blewett). Wagons could not follow the Yakima
River between Cle Elum and Ellensburg and thus McCallum was on the main road between the two towns. The
mines at Blewett were supplied from Cle Elum and Ellensburg because wagons were blocked to Wenatchee by a narrow canyon on the Peshastin River above Ingalls Creek. Present Highway 97 and 970 have been added for reference.
Map from the Bureau of Land Management (formerly the General Land Office) archives courtesy of the Forest Service.
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same year the Liberty post office was established just four
miles to the north and soon Liberty became a thriving
town. Cle Elum and Teanaway had been established
to the southwest. As a result the McCallum office was
no longer needed to serve the area. Peter McCallum
opened a grocery business in Seattle in 1897 and soon
afterwards his post office was discontinued. He retained
ownership of his farm lands, however, and in 1902 he
returned to Cle Elum.

lodge building still stands today. Frank Lauderdale’s
granddaughter, Judith Peters Falk, supplied the following history of the service station from her family
records.
At the junction the very first service station at Lauderdale opened in summer 1921. It consisted of a new
five-gallon gas pump bought in May 1921 for $389.50!
The gas pump was positioned next to a shed, actually
a barn, with a posted sign stating “MECHANIC ON
DUTY.” This first service station was owned by Henry
“Lloyd” Lauderdale and his wife Pearl. Henry was
known in the Virden area as “Lloyd” or “H. L.” The
following year, 1922, a new Blewett double lane gravel
road from Cle Elum to Wenatchee was put in, thus
replacing the old one-lane. The State changed the lay of
the road locating it ¼ mile north. Undaunted, Lloyd
Lauderdale relocated his service station north of this new

Cars Replace Horses
In the 1920’s the method of travel was changing
to the automobile. The Lauderdale family responded
to that need with a new lodge for people and “service
station” for the cars. Charles (Frank) Lauderdale
came to the area in 1893 when he bought a store
in Liberty. In 1921 his son, Henry, built the Lauderdale Lodge and a service station next to it. The

A Store in Old Liberty—1912. This may be the store building that Charles (Frank) Lauderdale bought in 1894 and ran
as a mercantile and post office until 1898. It may be that this is the building that was moved from Old Liberty to
Meaghersville in 1912. After the post office was moved, Meaghersville then came to be called Liberty as it still is today.
All the buildings in Old Liberty have disappeared and there isn’t any marker to say a gold mining camp once existed there.
Photo from the Wes Engstrom collection.
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Blewett road to accommodate the tourists and passerby.
He had a “new on the market” 10 gallon glass bowl pump
installed, erected a small storage shed alongside to hold
related items such as oil, and opened for business with
his young brother-in-law, Glen Shimmons, pumping
Shell gasoline.
This service station existed until 1928, when it was
relocated from the north side of the Blewett highway to
the south side of the Blewett highway. By this point in
time Lloyd and Pearl Lauderdale had moved on and
Lloyd’s father Charles “Frank” Lauderdale and Lloyd’s
brother-in-law, Ed Snell, were in the area (June 1925),
living and working in the Lauderdale Lodge.

still exists and the other is just a memory. The first
mining camp was in the area where gold was first
discovered on Swauk Creek. That is the area where
the present Liberty Road connects with Highway 97.
It was called Swauk. In April of 1892 a Post Office
was established which the locals wanted to call the
Swauk Post Office. However, the postal authorities
did not approve the name because there already was
a Sauk Post Office on the Sauk River and it would
be confusing to also have a Swauk Post Office. The
story goes that the postmaster, “Bull” Nelson (Gustaf
Nilson), had invited some of the miners into the new
post office and told them “You’re at liberty here boys,
so set down, lay down or do as you please.” Later,
when the postal inspector asked for a name different from Swauk, the boys suggested “Liberty.” Thus
Liberty, the name of their camp, represents freedom
and miners like freedom.

Two Mining Camps Started
There were only two mining camps within the
Swauk Mining District and they both were named
Liberty, not at the same time but in sequence. One

Early Log Cabin Store In Old Liberty—1900’s. A fine example of an early log cabin in the Swauk Mining District. At
various times it was the Lauderdale boarding house and the Livingston store.
Al Nicholson Photo in the Fred Krueger collection.
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In the 1890’s stores started opening in both the
Swauk camp and in Meagersville on Williams Creek.
When the post office opened in the Swauk camp the
McCallum post office closed and the Swauk camp
became known as Liberty.
The second mining camp was on Williams
Creek about two miles east of the first camp. By
1895 most of the activity had moved to this camp
called Meaghersville. (It was pronounced “Mearsville.”) In July of 1912 the Post Office was moved
to Meaghersville and instead of changing the name
of the Post Office, the name of the camp gradually
changed to Liberty. From old photographs it appears
the “Liberty Post Office” sign was simply taken off
the building in old Liberty and put on a store in
Meagersville. (Its possible that the entire building
may have been moved, Post Office and all.) There
wasn’t any formal paper filed anywhere changing the

name. Only a change of location was filed with the
Post Office Department changing the location of the
post office but not changing its name. Map makers
have been confused ever since, and some state maps
still show Liberty on Highway 97 and Meaghersville
where present Liberty is.
Over time the Post Office moved to at least five
different stores in Meagersville (Liberty) and in 1951
it was closed. Mail is now handled through the Cle
Elum Post Office.
Most of the structures in Old Liberty were destroyed when the highway was improved in the late
1930’s. The last structure in the original Liberty
location, the Chic Cafe, burned in 1962 and now no
trace of the old camp remains.
1—2

Store and Post Office in Meaghersville (Liberty)—1914. This may be the store and post office that was moved from the old
Liberty camp, two miles down the road, in 1912. The automobile appears to be a 1910 Thomas Flyer similar to one owned by
John A. Gellatly of Wenatchee who was the first to drive a car over Colockum pass. In 1914 William D. Ford was the postmaster. The building no longer exists.
Photo from the Wes Engstrom collection.
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Liberty Post Office—1935. Alma L. Nicholson was the post mistress in 1935. The log building sat back from the road just
behind where the two story service station was later built. Photo courtesy of Fred Krueger.

The Last Post Office in Liberty—1943. Clarence Nicholson’s service station, store and post office January 2, 1943. Lem
Camp’s car was under the overhang. He delivered the U. S. mail to the post office. The Liberty Post Office sign appears to be
the same one that was on the store in old Liberty in 1912. The post office closed in 1951 and Liberty’s mailing address
changed to Cle Elum.
Photo from Fred Krueger’s collection.
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Hardrock Mine Entrance—1890’s. A wooden ore
car and two shovels appear the only tools needed to
drive a tunnel into hardrock. It really wasn’t that easy.

Gustaf Nilson—1910’s. Gustaf was also known as
“Bull Nelson,” and was an early miner and the first
postmaster in the Swauk. He is credited with giving
Liberty its name in 1892 when he needed a name for
his post office.

An Al Nicholson photo in the Fred Krueger collection.

Photo courtesy of Fred Krueger, photographer unknown.

An Unidentified Miners Cabin in the Swauk—1890’s. A miners log cabin in the Swauk Mining District. The miner had a
good supply of firewood to keep him warm at least for part of the winter.
Photo from the Wes Engstrom collection.
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Sawmill at Mountain Home on the Swauk—Before 1920. The J. W. Wall sawmill at the mouth of Park (Pass) Creek with
the Nemeyer/Triplett (Mountain Home) homestead in the background. The mill was bought by Hugh Counts in 1920 and
burned in 1921. The relocated Highway 97 goes over the millsite right where the turnoff to Old Blewett pass is at Hurley
Creek. In the early 1890’s August Sasse had the homestead and it was the end of the wagon road, there was only a pack trail
over the pass to the Peshastin mines. The miners had to build a wagon road over the pass in order to haul the heavy machinery
in for the mines on the Peshastin Creek (Blewett). An Al Nicholson photo in the Wes Engstrom collection.

The Blewett Mines—1905. Originally called the Peshastin Mining Camp. The large
building on the right was a twenty stamp mill used to process gold ore. All material needed
to build the camp had to come from Ellensburg or Cle Elum over Blewett Pass. The entire
camp, except for the large stamp mill was destroyed when Highway 97 was improved in the
1950’s. Photo courtesy of Central Washington Historical Museum
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Miners Build a Wagon Road to Peshastin

the 1890’s. A narrow canyon on Peshastin Creek
just above Ingalls Creek prevented any wagon from
getting through from the north. Therefore, lumber,
steam boilers, stamp mills, trams and cables could
not be brought from Wenatchee, they had to come
from Ellensburg or Cle Elum over the Wenatchee
Mountain Range.
In 1891 the mining companies in the Peshastin
built a wagon road from Mountain Home, up Park
Creek over the Wenatchee crest and down the
Peshastin Creek to the mines in Culver Gulch. They
followed the old Indian trail with a series of short
switch backs up the steeper parts of Park Creek and
Peshastin Creek. Kittitas County Commissioners
were asked to help, but they declined. Miners then
each donated one week of labor and the mining
companies donated equipment and supplies to build
the wagon road. In 1892 the Blewett Mining Company bought a major interest in the Peshastin Mines
and also assumed responsibility for the road. They
opened the Blewett Post Office and in 1897 when
the United States Geological Survey (USGS) made
the first map of the area, they named the Peshastin
Camp “Blewett” and the old Indian pass over the
Wenatchee Range “Blewett Pass.”

The early prospectors used pack animals to carry
their supplies but when they discovered a deposit
that deserved development larger equipment was
needed and they needed to improve the pack animal
trails into wagon roads. The miners had to do this
themselves as local governments did not have money
to do it. In the case of the road between the Swauk
and the Peshastin mines the miners wagon road has
turned into a major cross mountain highway heavily
used today.
An Indian Trail Becomes a Wagon Road
The prospectors who discovered gold in Swauk
Creek in 1867 and again in 1873 were prospecting
farther to the north and were returning to Yakima
after unsuccessfully looking for gold in the Peshastin
and Mt. Stewart range. Gold was discovered on
Peshastin Creek above Ingalls Creek at about the
time the Swauk deposits were found. There were
no wagon roads at the time. The prospectors were
using Indian trails and pack animals. At first pack
trains were used to haul necessary supplies for developing the mines. Wagon roads were needed when
the Peshastin Camp began major development in

Hauling a Boiler for the Peshastin Stamp
Mill—1890’s. The miners had to build the
wagon road over old Blewett Pass to haul
large equipment from Cle Elum and
Ellensburg for the stamp mill at Peshastin.
That wagon road later became Highway 97.
An Al Nicholson photo in the Fred Krueger collection.
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Washington State Highway Map—1913. In 1913 Washington
State was in the process of building roads for automobiles, not just
wagon roads for horse and wagon. Their great leap forward was the
“Sunset Highway” between Seattle and Spokane. The highway was
to go over Snoqualmie Pass to Ellensburg then over the Colockum
Pass to Wenatchee and then on to Spokane. The road had to go to
Wenatchee because they had the only bridge over the Columbia at
the time. The County Commissioners already had the road over the
Colockum surveyed when the business interests in Cle Elum protested saying the road over Blewett Pass was already built and would be
a better route. To appease the Cle Elum interests the Commissioners
made a survey over Blewett pass, but at a 7 percent grade which was
not practical for cars at that time. Cle Elum business people put up
the money for another survey over Blewett but at a 5 per cent grade.
The matter was settled when the Forest Service offered to contribute
$1,000 for the road if it were built over Blewett Pass on the 5 per cent
grade. That is why today Highway 97 goes over Blewett Pass rather
than Colockum Pass.
Map courtesy Washington State University.
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A Wagon Road Becomes a State Highway
In 1915 Washington State was converting wagon
roads to automobile roads. The Sunset Highway
was created to connect Seattle and Spokane. It was
planned to go over Snoqualmie Pass to Ellensburg
then north over Colockum Pass to Wenatchee and
over the Columbia River at Wenatchee and on to
Spokane. The only bridge over the Columbia was
at Wenatchee. Kittitas County Commissioners had
already paid for a survey over Colockum Pass. Cle
Elum interests objected as they wanted the road to
go over Blewett Pass. The Commissioners agreed to
pay for another survey over Blewett Pass. However,
they specified an seven percent grade, the same as the
wagon road and too steep for a practical automobile
road. Cle Elum interests were incensed and raised
money for another survey over Blewett Pass, only this
time on a five percent grade. The matter was settled
when A. J. Sylvester, the Forest Service Ranger, offered to contribute $1000 toward the cost of the road

if it went over the five percent grade on Blewett Pass.
Discussion ended and work began. The incredibly
sharp hairpin curve was named “Echo Point,” not
because you can hear an echo there, but because
the Cle Elum Echo newspaper was instrumental in
organizing Cle Elum interests to pay for the survey.
The old Blewett Pass highway was a real exciting
experience with its sharp curves, steep hillsides, lack
of guard rails and narrow width. In the 1950’s the
highway was rerouted over Swauk Pass 4 ½ miles
east of Blewett Pass. The pass was 31 feet higher
( 4102 ft. versus 4071 ft.) but the grade was much
less. When the road was first moved, it was named
Swauk Pass for a while. Locals, however, continued to
call it the Blewett Pass Highway and finally the state
acquiesced. Now the passes are called Old Blewett
Pass and Blewett Pass even though it goes over Swauk
Pass. What started out as a miner’s wagon road is
now a major state highway, SR 97.
1—2

Waiting For the Ferry at Vantage—1920’s. Before a bridge was built over the Columbia River at Vantage in 1927 a ferry
was the only way across. These gentlemen were probably driving by car and are enjoying a lunch until the ferry gets back to
their side of the river.
An Al Nicholson negative in the Wes Engstrom collection.
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The Sunset Highway —1920’s. Above, the Sunset Highway
at the entrance to the Wenatchee National Forest. On the
right, the Sunset highway as it went by the stamp mill at the
old Blewett gold mining camp on the Peshastin. The title “Sunset Highway” sounds very grand. However on the ground, at
first, the Sunset highway didn’t look much different than a
good wagon road. The above entrance to the Wenatchee Nation Forest would have stood where old Liberty was on Swauk
Creek and the view of the old Blewett stamp mill shows how
the highway first looked. It was a single lane road with turn
outs and it wasn’t until the mid 1920’s that the road was made
into a two lane road. In the late 1930’s the road past old Liberty was completely realigned and it wiped out most of the
buildings in old Liberty. After the World War II the road on
the Peshastin side was also realigned and it wiped out all the
buildings in the old Blewett camp except for the stamp mill.
There is a plaque at the site of the old Blewett camp indicating
a mining camp once existed there. There is nothing at the old
Liberty camp site.
Both photos by Al Nicholson in the Fred Krueger collection.
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The Lodge on Top of Old Blewett Pass—1940’s. The lodge was a welcome stop for those going over the old Blewett Pass.
There was gas, food and rest at the lodge. In the foreground are the telephone lines between Ellensburg and Wenatchee.
Nothing remains of the lodge today except a few broken cups and plates.
Postcard in the Wes Engstrom collection.

Echo Point on the Blewett Pass Highway—1920’s. There is no echo at echo point! The hairpin curve on the old Blewett
highway was named to honor the Cle Elum Echo newspaper which was instrumental in organizing Cle Elum business interests and raising money for a second survey for a road over Blewett Pass.
Photo from a postcard in Lila Hansen’s collection.
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“Old Liberty”—1912. The Swauk mining camp came to be called “Liberty” when the post office was established in 1892. The
first post office in the log building that became the “Chic Cafe” later is in the trees to the left of the picture. The camp and post
office no longer exists. Meaghersville, now called Liberty, is two miles up the valley—it still exists.
Photo courtesy of Kittitas County Historical Museum
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Sunset Highway (1920s)
Highway 97 (1950s)
Swauk Peshastin Wagon Road (1890s)

Barn
Ranger Station
Store (Chic Cafe)
House (T. L. Livingston)
House
Barn
House
Shed
House (A. L. Tainer)
House
Dredge Pond (1926)
Tax Assessor Parcels (2004)

Map of the Highway Through Old Liberty—2006. The above picture was made by overlaying a scanned portion
of the Sunset Highway map made by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Public Roads, in the early
1920s on an orthophoto of the area today provided by the Washington State Department of Natural Resources. The
1920s map had the old Swauk-Peshastin Wagon Road and the buildings existing at that time sketched in. Some of
the buildings were identified by name, however, their location did not appear to be surveyed as was the Sunset Highway itself. The Highway 97 location is from Washington State Department of Transportation GIS data. The composite was made with Global Mapper 6.0 software. There is probably some error in overlaying the old map on the
orthophoto, the upper portion of the Sunset Highway appears to be a bit too far west. However, even if the 1920s
overlay were shifted slightly to the east (right) it appears that most of the building sites in Old Liberty were covered
over when the Sunset Highway was rebuilt in the late 1930s and became the Highway 97 of today.
Map Created by Wes Engstrom
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The Liberty School—1914. Adrian L. Kerstetter, attended his first three years in school at the Liberty School beginning in
1916. He said this picture was taken in 1914. It appears there were eleven students and the teacher present the day the picture
was taken. The porch was added sometime after 1906 and the school was given a coat of paint. It must have been one of the
best looking buildings in the camp at the time. Most all other buildings, except for the Monahan house, were unpainted. The
last classes were in 1939, after which District #44 was merged into District 104, the Cle Elum School.
An Adrian L Kerstetter photo in the Wes Engstrom collection.
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A School Spirit in a Mining Camp

Just as both mining camps had the Liberty Post Office at one time, they each also had the
school house. In addition, two different school districts were formed for Liberty. In June of
1893 Gustaf Nilson penned the petition to the Kittitas County Superintendent of Schools
to form a new school district. The proposed school district boundaries were the same as the
Swauk Mining District, the entire drainage basin of Swauk Creek above First Creek. At the
time there were eleven children of school age living in the district and thirty-two lawful petitioners signing the petition. The Superintendent of Schools granted the petition and formed
School District #43 for the Liberty school. Now things get strange. The Liberty School
District was created twice.

Meaghersville (Liberty) Looking West—1905. The school house sat on the hill overlooking the town while the community
hall sat below it on the main road about in the middle of the camp in 1940. This picture from the east end of camp was taken
about 1905, after the school was built but before the front porch was added. The two story building in the foreground was the
Liberty Hotel. It is still standing.
Photo from Wes Engstrom collection, photographer unknown.
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The Second Attempt Establishes
a School District

vacate his order creating School District #44. He did
so on November 11, 1893.
In the meantime on September 2, 1893 the Superintendent appointed A. F. York, W. H. Ford, and
Chas. Wilson directors and F. C. Lauderdale clerk
of School District 43, the Liberty School. Then on
October 1, 1894 another petition is received by the
Superintendent to form a new school district in the
Green Canyon area and he forms School District
#43 again. No mention of what happened to the
first School District #43, the Liberty School. Then
Liberty residents submit another petition to form
a School District. In December 1894 the following
entries are made in the Superintendent’s journal.

On July 22, 1893 a petition was submitted to
form a new school district along the Yakima River by
dividing School District #9. That petition was also
granted and School District #44 created. However,
W. D. Kilmore of School District #9 appealed to the
County Board of Commissioners claiming citizens
of School District #9, the Ballard School, would be
harmed by the creation of the new district. (The old
Ballard school building became the Swauk-Teanaway
Grange building.) The County Commissioners upheld the appeal and ordered the Superintendent to

The First School House—1920’s. The Chic Cafe was the last standing building in old Liberty. It burned in the 1960s. From
1896 to 1904 it was used as the Liberty School. This was Gustaf Nilson’s log house and post office that was also used as a
school house. There were fifteen students in 1896.
Photo courtesy of Fred Krueger, photographer unknown.
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Dec. 15 (1894)
Received a petition praying for the formation of a
new school district at Liberty.
I wrote notices of meeting to investigate all matters
pertaining to the formation of said school district and
sent them to Mr. J. C. Doyle to be posted as required by

law, and appointed Saturday, Jan. 12, 1895 as the day
for the investigation of said petition.
Jan 12 (1895)
Whereas, in compliance with a petition praying
for the formation of a School Dist. in the County of
Kittitas, State of Washington which petition was filed
in my office on the 15 of December, 1894, a meeting to
investigate all matters pertaining thereunto was held at
Ellensburgh on the 12th day of January, 1895, of which
meeting due notice was given as required by law; and,
it appearing from said investigation that the prayers
of the petitioners should be granted, Now, therefore, I,
Geo. M. Jenkins, Supt. of County Schools in and for
said County do hereby grant said petition and form
said School District and designate it “School District 44
Kittitas County, Washington,” and prescribe for it the
following boundaries, vis:
Commencing at the confluence of Swauk Creek
and First Creek; thence due west to the summit of the
divide between Swauk Creek and the Teanaway River;
thence along said divide to the summit of the Wenatchee

The Original Petition—1893. The petition to form a
school district was penned by Gustaf Nilson on his United
States Post Office stationery which he must have just had
printed. The Liberty Post Office was established April 22,
1892, in Gustaf Nilson’s log cabin on Swauk Creek. Before
that time the area was called Swauk or Swauk Mining
District. The petition was approved by the Superintendent of Schools in August of 1893 and School District
#43 created. A slate of school board members was appointed in September. Apparently nothing happened. In
October of 1894 another School District #43 was created
in the Green Canyon area. In December 1894 a second
petition was made for a Liberty school and in January
1895 School District #44 was created for Liberty. Classes
started in the fall of 1896. Original letter is in State archives. Photo by Wes Engstrom
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The Humphrey Monahan House in Meaghersville—1904. The new Liberty school building under construction is in the
background. It is a good example of balloon construction used at the time. The 2 x 4 studs ran from the bottom beams all the
way to the roof joists. Today one would use platform construction with the studs running only from the floor platform to
ceiling beams. Unless the builder was careful to put blocks between the studs at the floor level and ceiling levels, the building
would be very cold and hard to heat.
Photo courtesy of Kathleen (Monahan) Nebout, photographer unknown.

Mountains; thence eastward along said summit, to the
sec. line between secs. 4 & 5 in T. 21 N., R. 18 E. W.
M.; thence south along said sec. line to a point due east
of the mouth of said First Creek; thence west to the place
of beginning.
The Superintendent had created two School
Districts numbered 43 and two School Districts
numbered 44. The second School District #44 was
probably formed because the first no longer existed
but the second School District #43 was formed with
no mention of what happened to the first. All the
County Superintendent of Schools actions forming
school districts were clearly and carefully recorded in
the Superintendent’s Journal, a diary-like document
preserved in the Washington State Archives Central
Branch in Ellensburg. Maybe someday some other
documentation will turn up to explain the strange
goings-on.

Children of school age living in the district when
the first petition was made in June 1893 were; John L.
Brain, Meary Adams, Jenit Adams, Johnny Pilcher,
Willie A. Ford, Bertha Ford, Edwin Gilstrap, Bertie
Hansen, John H. Hansen, Merti E. Hansen and
Masten Meagher.
The people signing the first petition were; Gustaf Nilson, B. P. Brain, S. A. Swisher, B. Hansen,
C. Hansen, O. B. Gilstrap, Mrs. L. Gilstrap, O.
W. Terry, M. Wellman, Mrs. P. Wellman, Thos. F.
Meagher, Mrs. Meagher, Pauline Hampton, John
F. Brien, Frank Laurence, N. C. Marshall, W. R.
Hulett, Nis. A. Flodin, Mrs. N. A. Flodin, A. B.
Morrison, Andrew Flodin, Mrs. Andrew Flodin,
John Black, A. W. Johnson, T. A. Johnson, H. F.
York, Torkel Tweet, R. B Arthur, B. C. Pilcher, C.
F. Lauderdale, Mrs. C. F. Lauderdale and Fred E.
Lauderdale.
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Children of school age living in the district when
the second petition was made in December 1894
were; Axil Swanson, Willie Mintze, Mrs. N. P. Kelley, Bertie Wilson, Onah Wilson, Arthur Wilson,
Grace Bigney, Janet Adams, Bertha Hanson, Johnnie
Hanson, Ellie Hanson, Johnnie Brain, Willie Doyle,
Bert Kerstetter, Earl Kerstetter, Bertha Ford, Willie
Ford, Martin Meagher and Mary Flodin.
The people signing the second petition were; J.
C. Doyle, John Wilson, N. P. Kelley, J. A. Wilson,
C. F. Lauderdale, B. P. Brain, L. Whitmore and B. F.
Kerstetter.

held there until 1939. A petition was filed on August
20, 1935 to transfer School District #9, Ballard
Hill, School District #15, Virden/McCallum and
School District #44, Liberty, to School District 30
Cle Elum. The school in Liberty was closed in June
of 1939. The few children remaining in the district
were now bussed to Cle Elum.
The children remaining in the three districts in
1935 when the petition was made were; Genevieve
Scherette, LaVerne Scherette, Clyde Danko, Doris
Danko, Donald Hartman, Kenneth Hartman, Dorthy Forbes, Katherine Forbes, Johnnie Forbes, Bino
Bonnetti, Blanche Bonnetti, Evelyn Hartman, Pete
Carrolla, Albena Carrolla, A. Beno Carrolla, Julia
Carrolla and Angie Carrolla.
The people signing the petition were: Mr. & Mrs.
Joe Ley, Mr. & Mrs. H. E. Forbes, Mrs. G. Carollo,
Mr. & Mrs. J. Danko, Anton Carollo and August
Hartman.
1—2

Miners Build a School House
Classes were first held in old Liberty in a log
building which later became the Chic Cafe. It isn’t
clear whether the building was built for that purpose
or if the School District simply used an existing
building. In 1905 a new frame building was completed in Meaghersville (present Liberty) and classes

The Liberty School Before the Front Porch Was Added—1905. Humphrey Monahan with his two boys, Jim and
Johnny, in front of the Liberty School in 1906. The picture was taken by Tom Edwards who later, in 1924, was an
assistant priest at the newly built St. Paul’s Catholic Parish in Yakima.
Photo courtesy of Kathleen (Monahan) Nebout, photographer Tom Edwards.
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Old School Census Preserves History

School Board Members and Teachers In Liberty
School board members are responsible for the
school functioning effectively. They must acquire a
school building and hire the school teachers. In rural
schools they also provide a place to tie up the horses
some students use to get to school. That was the case
in Liberty. They must work with the Superintendent
of Schools who tests the teachers and, attests to their
qualifications and salary. The school board members
usually have to find a place for the teacher to board.
School Board members perform an essential service
for the community for which they receive no pay.
Most have children in the school, some do not.
The following lists School Board members for
School District #44, the Liberty School. There are
four board members, The chairman, two members
and the clerk. Later there were only three members
total. School board members were elected for three
year terms. Many times no one is elected and the
Superintendent appoints the members. Other times
the board members resign and the superintendent
appoints a replacement. School records are difficult
to interpret. When I couldn’t figure out who did what
in a particular year, I simply listed them all.
School teachers were paid $35 a month in 1896.
By 1939 the salary had risen to $1,200 per school
year. The record is not clear on whether there were
classes held in 1895/96. Probably not as I cannot find
any record of a school teacher for that year.

Federal census are taken every ten years and
will give an accurate tally of everyone living in each
household in a district on a particular day in the
census year. However, a lot can happen to a population within that ten year period that doesn’t get
documented. In Washington State a school census
was required every year and that does provide information about families year to year. Each School
District had to take a census of all families with
school age children, whether the children went to
school or not. That census preserves a good history
of the comings and goings of families in the Swauk
Mining District. The census papers were filed with
the County Superintendent of Schools and those records have been preserved at the Central Washington
Archives in Ellensburg.
The annual school census was discontinued in
1932 and hence the Liberty school population between 1932 and 1937, when the school consolidated
with Cle Elum, is not recorded. The individual school
attendance records for the liberty school have disappeared, perhaps never to be found again.

Year
Board Members
1895/96
Thomas Meagher
B. P. Brain
Frank Kerstetter
John C. Doyle
1896/97
J. C. Doyle
B. P. Brain
Thomas Meagher
Frank Kerstetter

Superintendent of Schools Ledgers—2002. The ledgers are at the Central Washington State Archives in
Ellensburg.
Photo by Wes Engstrom

1897/98
J. C. Doyle
B. P. Brain
Thomas Meagher
Frank Kerstetter
1898/99
Jas. Kirkham
Frank Kerstetter
N. C. Enge
Thomas Meagher
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Teacher
?

Miss Amy D. Cole

Miss Amy D. Cole

Miss Amy D. Cole

Year

Year
Board Members

1899/00
Jas. Kirkham
A. B. Morrison
N. C. Enge
Arthur J. Sweat
1900/01
Jas. Kirkham
A. B. Morrison
N. C. Enge
Arthur J. Sweat
1901/02
Harry Needham
James Sabin
Theo. Johnson
William Grissom
1902/03
H. D. Harkness
T. A. Johnson
A. Flodin
Geo. M. Fry
1903/04
H. Needham
W. C. Marshall
C. H. Pridham
1904/05
W. C. Marshall
C. H. Pridham
Harry Needham
1905/06
Harry Needham
W. C. Marshall
S. J. Rhodes
1906/07
Mrs. D. Alley
W. C. Marshall
S. J. Rhodes
1907/08
W. C. Marshall
Mrs. D. Alley
S. J. Rhodes
1908/09
Mrs. D. Alley
A. F. York
A. R. Jordin
1909/10
Mrs. D. Alley
A. F. York
A. R. Jordin
1910/11
Joel Anderson
A. F. York
A. R. Jordin
1911/12
Joel Anderson
A. F. York
A. R. Jordin

Teacher

Board Members
1912/13
Joel Anderson
A. F. York
A. R. Jordin

Miss Nellie Steele
Miss Minnie Baker

1913/14
Joel Anderson
A. F. York
A. R. Jordin

Miss Flora Fleming

1914/15
Joel Anderson
A. F. York
Carl Enenkel

Miss Lula Burgerson

1915/16
Joel Anderson
A. F. York
Carl Enenkel
Miss Francis Landridge

1916/17
Carl Enenkel
A. F. York
A. R. Jordin
1917/18
Carl Enenkel
A. F. York
A. R. Jordin
Thos. Livingston

B. M. Thompson

Maria Bethel Cole
Rosa Carney

1918/19
Carl Enenkel
A. R. Jordin
Thos. Livingstone
Harry Jude
H. D. Harkness

Terise Shorthill

Lotta Rowley

1919/20
Carl Enenkel
F. S. Quicksall
Thomas Livingston
A. R. Jordin
W. S. Numeyer
H. D. Harkness

Leona Bramhall

1920/21
W. S. Nemeyer
Carl Enenkel
Mrs. Eva Enenkel

Maude Liddell
Martha Stauffer

1921/22
Earl Kerstetter
Carl Enenkel
Mrs. Eva Enenkel
Thos. Livingston

A. D. Holmes

1922/23
Carl Enenkel
Mrs. Madge Alley
Thos. Livingston

A. D. Holmes

1923/24
Mrs. Madge Alley
Thos. Livingstone
Carl Enenkel

Mrs M. M. Weatherby
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Teacher
Frankie Hendricks

Katherine Maxey

Gladys B. Whidden

Dorthy H. Mumford

Dorthy H. Mumford

Mabel Cornwall

Mrs. Earl G. Griffin

Jeannette Browing

Helen F. McCoy

Ester Sorenson

Olga Sorensen

Gladys Sage

Year

Year
Board Members

1924/25
Mrs. Madge Alley
Thos. Livingstone
Carl Enenkel
1925/26
Mrs. Madge Alley
Thos. Livingstone
Carl Enenkel
Mrs. L. D. Johnson
1926/27
M. Carr
Amos Jordin
Andrew M. Lechman
1927/28
S. J. Leach
Amos R. Jordin
Andrew M. Lechman
1928/29
S. J. Leach
Mrs. Florence Estes
Andrew M. Lechman
Dodge Alley

Teacher

Miss Lucy Eaden

Jerry Ozretich

Catherine W. Ranetta

1932/33
Dodge Alley
J. A. Nicholson
A. R. Jordin
1933/34
Dodge Alley
A. R. Jordin
G. N. Caldwell
1934/35
G. N. Caldwell
Mrs. Jossie Blankenship
A. R. Jordin
1935/36
C. B. Jordin
J. W. Aiken
George Jude
1936/37
C. B. Jordin
J. W. Aiken
George Jude

Zella Strandberg

School Age Children
Rural school districts in Washington State were
required to do a census on the first day of June each
year of all children within the district between the
ages of five and twenty-one. Beginning in 1908 the
date was changed to the first day of May. The school
census provides an excellent list of the miners in the
district. The following is the list of families with
school age children living in the Swauk Mining District between 1896 and 1932 when the census was
discontinued. The order of names is chronological
by the date they first appeared in the census. The
spelling is sometimes random. It is difficult to read
many of the names because of poor penmanship
and sometimes poor microfilm reproduction. And
sometimes the names were clearly spelled differently
year to year. I have corrected spelling where I know
correct spelling. If you can’t find a name where you
think it should be, try different ways of spelling the
name.

Miss Lucy Eaden

1930/31
Andrew M. Lechman
Dodge Alley

Zella Strandberg

1938/39
C. B. Jordin
W. Schultz
Jarold Jenks

Miss Lucy Eaden

Jerry Ozretich

Teacher

1937/38
C. B. Jordin
J. W. Aiken
W. F. Richards

Mrs. G. L. Barkley

1929/30
Andrew M. Lechman
Dodge Alley

1931/32
J. A. Nicholson
Mrs. Margie Camp
Andrew Lechman
Dodge Alley

Board Members

Mrs. Catherine Ranetta
Frieda E. Anderson

Frieda E. Anderson

Census of Children between the ages of five
and twenty-one residing in School District #
44 (The Liberty School) 1896 Thru 1932

Fay Westenhiser Orr

Name

Sex

Birth

Years In Census

Mrs. Fay W. Orr

Kerstetter, B.Frank & E.E
G. Bent.
M
Earl
M

1882
1885

1896-1899
1896-1905

Nora W. Miller

Brain, B. P. & Annie
John
Frank
Leon
Geo.

M
M
M
M

1887
1893
1896
1899

1896-1905
1898-1905
1901-1905
1905

Nora W. Miller

Suthern, S.
Minnie

F

1891

1896
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Name

Sex

Birth

Years In Census

F
M
F
M
F
M

1876
1878
1884
1886
1888
1891

1896
1896-1897
1896-1897
1896-1897
1896-1897
1896-1897

Wilson, John A. & Janice
Bert
M
Onah
F
Arthur
M

1878
1880
1886

1896-1898
1896-1898
1896-1901

May, D.
Clare

F

1876

1896

Doyle, J. C.
Willie

M

1879

1896

Flodine, N.A & F.
Mary
Matilda

F
F

1889
1890

1898-1899
1896-1899

Bigney, C.
Grace

F

1881

1896

Meagher, T. F. & Lizzie
Martin
M
Maggie
F
Louis M.
M

1888
1891
1893

1896-1898
1896-1898
1898

Kirk, James
Tom
Bissie

M
F

1888
1891

1896-1897
1896-1897

Langley, A.
Agnes

F

Hanson, B.
Bertha
Willie
Bertha
John
Ella
Jake

Name

Sex

Birth

Years In Census

Young, E.J. & M.E.
Idena
Marvel
Roland

F
M
M

1886
1889
1891

1897-1898
1897-1898
1897-1898

Enge, L. & N.C.
Axel
Lilly
Noble

M
F
M

1887
1891
1892

1897-1900
1897-1901
1897-1901

Sweat, A.I. & M.E.
Sybil

F

1892

1898-1899

Hyndman, T.W.
William

M

1882

1898

Lauderdale, C.F. & N.M
Francis Nona
F
Henry L.
M

1890
1892

1896-1898
1898

Yeatman,Guardian
Liz Keley

F

1881

1898

Laws, Martias & Esther
Mathew
M

1885

1898-1899

King, William & Alice
Stella
Robert
Rose
May

F
M
F
F

1883
1885
1887
1889

1901
1898-1901
1898-1905
1898-1902

Bloomquist, John
Charles
Julia Morrison
Adolph Morrison
Frank
Victor
Cecil

M
F
M
M
M
M

1879
1891
11/30/93
6/11/95
10/14/98
10/17/00

1898
1904
1904-1906
1904-1914
1904-1907
1905-1906

Carson, T.P. & L.L.
Ross
Audrey Gilbert
James

M
1888
F 12/1/91
M 11/14/94

1898-1900
1905-1906
1899-1906

1882

1896

Sutherland, James & Mary
Minnie
F

1892

1897-1898

Cahoon, M
Christopher
E.

M
F

1878
1878

1897-1898
1897

Collins, G.
H.

M

1880

1897

Hunter Will
G.
Fred
Frank
Tom
Margie

Swanson, I.
Axel

M

1878

1898

M
M
M
M
F

1879
1881
1884
1886
1892

1897
1897
1897
1897
1897

Bomen, John & Mary
Elsie

F

1887

1899

Marshall, W. C.
Cora

F

1881

1899

Robinson, S.
Cora

Waycotte, T. & M.
Nettie

F

1892

1899-1901

F

1880

1897

Evans, S.
Bob

Kelly, Annie
Mary Ann

F

1894

1899

M

1880

1897

Jones, S. B.
Netty

Johnson, Theo.
Orah

F

1880

1899

F

1879

1897

Joyce, ?. C.
Willie
Pearl

M
F

1886
1892

1897
1897

Needham, Harry & N.
. Nellie (Winnie)
F
Gladys I.
F
George
M

1893
1896
1899

1899-1905
1901-1905
1905

Kirkham, Jas & D.R.
Glenwood
Sybil M.

M
F

1890
1892

1897-1899
1897-1899

Geary, E.
Maggie

F

1881

1899

Faulk, Minnie
Roland D.

M

1890

1899
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Name

Sex

Livingston, Thomas J.
Stella
F
Anbie
F
Ruby M.
F

Birth

Years In Census

1883
1/15/95
10/2/99

1899
1911-1915
1907-1910

Sabin, James
Len

M

1893

1901

Grissom, Wm
Roy
Ella
Myrtle
Belle
Vera

M
F
F
F
F

1885
1888
1891
1893
1895

1901-1902
1901-1902
1901-1902
1901-1902
1901-1902

Powell, L. H.
Harry

M

1888

1901-1902

Barry, A. N. ( Julian)
Earl Marvin

M

1888

1901-1907

Pridham, C. H.
Ley.
Grisilda

F
F

1895
1897

1902-1904
1902-1904

Riley, Mr.
Earl

M

1897

1902

McFray, Geo.
Fred Chipman

M

1888

1902-1904

Lewis, W.H. & C.
Mabel Irene
Loyd

F 11/28/96
M 12/12/00

1903-1906
1904-1906

Marshall, C. & M.
Tom
John
Wesley

M 8/10/97
M 10/20/98
M 9/17/01

1903-1906
1906
1906

Powles, J.E & M.E.
Bessie

F

1886

1903-1904

M

1887

1904

F

1895

Name

Sex

Birth

Years In Census

Alley, Dodge & Madge
Margie/Marjory
Abbey
Hannah D.
Merle/Benton
Cecil
Dodge
Cyrus
Otto

F
F
F
M
M
M
M
M

1/11/01
3/19/04
7/8/05
9/18/07
9/28/10
1/12/13
6/12/14
10/23/15

1906-1916
1908-1924
1911-1926
1913-1928
1916-1931
1918-1930
1919-1932
1922-1932

Whittier, Mrs.
Howard
Blanch

M 1/10/88
F 9/17/96

1906
1906

Sinphius, D. H.
Dan E.
Nettie

M 6/19/92
F 2/14/01

1907
1907

Jordin, A.R. & Ina
Clarence
Amos R.
Bernice
Odetta

M 9/21/02
M 3/17/04
F 6/6/07
F 10/8/13

1908-1917
1908-1923
1913-1925
1922-1932

M

1/3/01

1908-1910

M 4/23/00
F 8/12/06

1908-1915
1913-1915

Barry, R.A.
Roy J.
Triplett, Grant Eva
Waren J.
Marie

Hall, Mrs. W.K. (Children are by last husband Mr. Seat)
John Seat
M 4/29/90
1908-1911
Edith Seat
F 5/4/92
1908-1912
Anbie Seat
F 1/15/95
1908-1910
Alana/Ceana Seat F 3/23/96
1908-1912
May Seat
F 12/7/98
1908-1912
Josie Seat
F 2/11/01
1908-1912
Friend, J.E. & Lottie
Earl Kelly
Edna

M 12/19/95
F 5/1/01

1904-1905

Firm, Mark & Mary
Mary

F

4/13/96

1908

M 4/25/97
F 8/9/99
M 11/20/01

1905-1908
1908
1908

Riley, G. F. & Elvira
Stephen

M

3/3/97

1908-1909

Marshall, Will. C. & Anna E.
Sarah C.
F 1/4/00
Louis A
M 11/2/03
Charles
M 4/24/08

1905-1913
1908-1913
1913

Rice, C. G. & Emma
Fern
Millard

F 5/20/93
M 8/18/95

1909
1909

Anthony, ?
Douglas

M 5/27/98

1910

Richardson, C. L. & Margaret
Horace
M 5/29/91
Marrel?
M 3/8/95
Manilla
F 8/7/01

1912
1912
1912

Cashman, Jon
Peter
Breckenni, John
Thelma
Morrison, Donald
Edmond J.
Margret
Niel

Herminson Mr.
Minnie

F

1890

1905

Bechnor, guardian
Madge Holloway

F

1889

1905

Monahan, Humphrey & Ellen
John
M 6/5/00
James
M 2/24/02

Berrymare, E.R. & Aga
Theresa Fisher
F

1906-1909
1907-1909
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7/3/01

1908-1910
1908-1910

1912-1916

Crockett, V.V. & Bessie
Minnitta
F 10/29/05

1912

Anderson, Joel & Nellie
Grace, O.M.
F 3/17/07
J. B.
M 3/5/05

1912-1918
1914-1918

Name

Sex

Birth

Name

Years In Census

Olson, Ole & Cynthia (See also Mrs W.K. Hall)
Ceana Seat
F 3/23/96
1913-1914
May/Mae Seat
F 12/7/98
1913-1914
Josie Seat
F 2/11/01
1913-1918
Nemeyer, Sherman & Sophia
Garvin
M 8/24/08

1914-1921

Enenkel, Lane & Eva
Eva

F

5/11/08

1914-1923

Tainer, Albert
Clara Seat/Tainer

F 11/23/96

1915-1917

Mumford, Dorthy H.
Josephine Smith
Hannah
Dorthy

F
F
F

1918
1915-1917
1915-1917

2/21/99
4/25/01
3/6/06

Quicksall, F.G (See also Hall & Olson).
Mae Seat/Quicksal F 12/7/98

1916-1917

Kerstetter, O.E. & Edith
Adrian
M
Max
M
Maxine
F
Geo. Donald
M

3/30/11
8/16/14
8/16/14
3/27/16

1916-1921
1919-1921
1917-1921
1920-1921

Marshall, Geo. & Bertha
Rena
F
Vera
F
Clifford
M
Marian
F
Marjorie
F

9/11/99
6/18/01
4/6/03
9/23/07
9/23/07

1916-1917
1916-1917
1916-1917
1916-1917
1916-1917

Livingston, Thos. & Arby
Ethel
F 7/10/1911
Elmer
M 2/5/13
Margaret
F 11/5/16
Marjory
F 2/16/21
Jude, Harry
John
Alford
Norma
Marjory

M 8/28/04
M 4/1/11
F 8/27/18
F 2/16/21

Tainer, Albert & Clara
Edith
F
Elsie
F

2/4/16
8/20/17

Birth

Years In Census

Camp, Lem.E.
Lydia Marjory
F 9/8/18
J. Lem/Jack/HerbertM 9/24/19
Ivy June
F 1/29/21
Robert Rosco
M 3/7/22
Ally Barney
M 6/3/24

1924-1932
1925-1932
1926-1932
1927-1932
1930-1932

Forbes, Harry
Grace
Harold
Dorthy

F 5/21/12
M 8/17/14
F 9/7/20

1923-1925
1923-1925
1926

Booth, A. L
Lersly
Belle
Maud

M 3/3/03
F 12/13/05
F 7/14/11

1922.
1922
1922

Harnersley, Laura (See also Farlow, R.A.)
Virne Harkness
M 9/24/06
Womack, L. P.
Wade
M 11/5/17

1923-1925
1923-1925

Hansel, Geo. W.
Darsoin
Elsie
Alice
Eveline
Jean

M
F
F
F
F

8/3/08
4/25/10
1/20/12
11/22/14
10/16/16

1923
1923
1923
1923
1923

Odle, George
Delphan
Venetia Steinback
Mary

M 6/24/07
F 3/3/09
F 6/5/15

1926
1926
1926

Estes, J. D.
Mildred
LaVerne Edward

F 8/1/16
M 4/11/21

1926-1929
1926-1929

Lewis, W. B.
William

M 10/16/20

1926

1918-1921
1918-1926
1926
1927

Amend, R. M.
Grace
Ruth

F 11/22/19
F 8/29/21

1926
1926

Bryant, E. J.
Richard Milton

M 8/21/13

1926-1927

1920-1923
1922-1923

Whited, M.G.
Harry

M 8/30/19

1927-1928

1917-1925
1918-1925
1921-1925
1926

Harrison, G.B & Maggie Mayfield
Han. W. Fielding M 11/17/12
Phylis Fielding
F 3/7/15

1920
1920

Hart, E.A.
Clide
Fred

M 3/23/15
M 5/11/17

1921
1921

Leask, S.J.
Thomas Virmer
Neadra
Phillis Fay

M 11/19/13
F 4/4/14
F 3/7/15

1921-1928
1921-1928
1921-1928

Quiksall, F.G. & Mae
Tho. Robert
M 3/20/15

Sex

1921
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Farlow, R. A. (See also Harnersley, Laura)
Verne Harkness
M 9/28/06

1927

Westgate, J. B.
Adam

M 2/24/19

1927

Kumbert, Frank
Beatrice

F

1928

Lindahl, Ralph
Theodore

M 11/26/18

1928-1929

Quackenbush, Ray
Virginia Kirsberg
Raymond
May
Grace
Albert
Alice
Nick

F
M
F
F
M
F
M

1930
1929
1929-1930
1929-1930
1929-1930
1930
1930

7/17/20

4/24/13
9/27/15
11/12/16
3/9/19
8/4/21
11/6/22
6/23/24

Name

Sex

Birth

Years In Census

Page, Wm
Esther

F

8/7/13

1929

Hastings, M.L.
Betty

F

5/7/23

1929

Blankenship, S.A.
Spencer
Buford

M 10/24/20
M 11/19/21

1930-1931
1930-1931

Jordin, C. B.
Clarence ( Junior)
Verne
Robert Lee

M 11/23/20
M 5/5/22
M 7/3/26

1930-1932
1930-1932
1931-1932

Biddle, S.J.
W. M.

M 7/22/10

1931

Caldwell, G.F.
Alice L.

F

11/6/22

Name

Sex

Birth

Years In Census

Jordin, Henry & Pearl
Helen
Edith
Alice
Ruth

F 12/28/17
F 5/28/19
F 3/24/20
F 3/14/22

1925-1931
1925-1931
1931
1931

Albert, C. H.
Beatrice

F 10/14/25

1931

Jones, J.
Eugene Logan

M 10/4/26

1931

King, Mary H.
Pearlie
Florence
Francis M.

F 6/7/20
F 11/18/23
M 9/18/25

1931
1931
1931

1—2

1931-1932

Store in Meaghersville (Liberty)—1905. This picture mst have been taken about 1905 as the porch had not yet been added
to the school house which can be seen on the left side of the store. Photo in the Wes Engstrom collection.
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One School Girl Remembers 1936-1940

In 1937 we had a small pear orchard west of Selah,
Washington. Dad was a mechanic at Pingrey Motors
in Selah, but since his salary was pretty skimpy, he was
always trying other endeavors to make a little extra
money and gold mining sure sounded like a possibility.
He had a friend at work who was interested also, so he
and Dad made several trips to Liberty.
In 1937 my Mother developed tuberculosis and was
taking pneumothorax treatments in Yakima. The heat
and smell of the orchard sprays and everything was very
hard on her. Then due to the financial problems Pingrey
Motor Company cut his pay from a guaranteed amount
to just a commission on whatever jobs came in and not
many came in. There was no other work available in
the area, so he quit his job and we moved to Liberty. He
brought his Mother and 16 year old brother out from
St. Paul, Nebraska so she could help take care of Mom
and cook for the family. She had lost all her property in
Nebraska to unpaid taxes so she was in desperate straits
also. Dad found this empty building that a previous mining company had and we could move in and live there
for doing $100 worth of mining assessment work a year.
The building was made of rough sawn 12” wide boards
and was 20 ft. wide by 60 ft. long. One side had been
used as a bunkhouse and the other side as a cookhouse.

There is a blank period between the time the
State stopped the annual school census in 1932 and
the Liberty School consolidated with the Cle Elum
School District in 1939. The actual attendance
records for those years have been lost or destroyed.
Fortunately there are still people who remember that
period of time. One of those is Dolores (Jenks) Todd
and she has done an excellent job of writing those
memories down. What follows are her memories
just as she wrote them.
Liberty Memories—As of June 2006
My earliest memory of the Liberty area was probably
in 1936. My family would go camping at the Mineral
Springs Campground in order to escape the heat in
Yakima.
The gold strike that Ollie Jordin had in 1932 was still
the talk of the area. In South Dakota, my Dad, Harold
Jenks, had a fur farm adjacent to the Homestake Mine,
so he had been bitten by the gold bug some time ago. He
would scout around and do some prospecting every time
we went camping. I never heard of him finding anything,
but it was an interest of his.

Liberty’s Main Street—Early 1940’s. Clarence Nicholson’s gas station, grocery store and post office is on the left and the
community hall on the right. Neither building remains today, only the two sheds on the extreme left and the houses in the
background do remain. Photo from the Wes Engstrom collection.
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Grandma and Kenneth lived in one side and we lived
in the other.
Between Dad and Grandma, they bought two cows
and a few chickens. Later we had a couple of pigs and
sheep also, but not at first. We sold milk to neighbors
and also eggs which didn’t bring in much but did get us
some flour and sugar.
Dad had an old truck. He and a fellow named Bill
Hawkes cut firewood and hauled it to Ellensburg to sell.
He got $5 a cord. It’s a good thing gas was cheap then or
it wouldn’t have paid to do all that work, but it did pay
Mom’s doctor bill, bought some gas and a little more.
After a couple of years, the county or state started
fixing the highway over Blewett Pass so Dad got a job
working on that. When that work was finished and the
company moved on, so did Dad. Kenneth and Grandma
remained at the Liberty place another year or two before
moving down to Ellensburg valley. Many of the people
we knew in 1937-1940 moved on to find paying jobs
when the economy improved.
The People of Liberty 1937-1940
At the turn-off from Highway 97, there used to be
a fur farm on the west side of the road and just south of
where the Forest Service buildings are now. I don’t recall
the name of the people living there, but my Dad visited
with the man quite a bit. In 1924 Dad had a fur farm

in South Dakota, so he thought he might just start one
here. He even went to the Tacoma area where this man
sold his furs, but this was the end of the fur wearing era
of the 1920’s and the market wasn’t good enough to start
a new business. The fur rancher soon sold out and now
there isn’t a sign of all the animal pens that had been
there in 1937.
Going east, uphill toward Liberty, the first place
on the left was that of Frank Bryant. Another colorful
character! My Dad heard that he was or had been an
Indian Agent. I didn’t know just what that meant, but he
would lead the Indians in the Ellensburg Rodeo Parade
all dressed in fringed buckskins.
Houses along the road were quite a distance apart
until you got into Liberty proper. I think the next one
was that of Jack Ness (Sr.). They had a high school aged
son named Jack also. He was about the same age as Bob
Nicholson. My Uncle Kenneth said that he had joined
the service (if I remember right) and later came back
to run logging equipment. He was repairing a truck or
some other equipment and had it jacked up. It slipped
off its support and fell on Jack, killing him. I don’t know
when this happened.
On the south side of the road, the next place I remember was that of a logger named Floyd Porter. His
wife was Hattie. My Mother corresponded with her

Liberty Town Site—1900. The hillside in the background shows the open nature of the forest 100 years ago. The large
building in the middle background was the community hall. The two story building in the foreground was the hotel, it is still
standing and in use as a home. From an Al Nicholson negative in the Wes Engstrom collection
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for several years after they moved to the west side of the
Cascades. They had a daughter close to my age named
Peggy. Also a son, but I don’t remember his name. They
went to the Liberty School in 1938, I think. They weren’t
there in 1937 anyway. The reason I know that is that I
was in the fourth grade in 1937-38 in the Liberty School
and there were only 2 girls—Velma Jordin and myself
and there were only 7 students-total. As I recall, the next
year there were 14 students, first grade through the eighth.
The Porter kids probably started in the fall of 1938. They
were only there a year or so before their folks moved to
the Seattle area and then on to Alaska.
There was a family of Joneses, but I only remember
Louise Jones and her Mother. Louise was the same age
as Velma Jordin. Her Mother later worked as a cook at
the Ellensburg College’s Student Union Building when
I was going to school there in 1949. The several Jones
families lived in some vacant mining houses along the
creek a couple of blocks north of the Liberty road. I think
they were only there until a logging job was done and
then they moved on.
George Jude, who later married my Grandmother
Louise Jenks, built a nice house just to the west of
Nicholson’s Grocery Store. It is no longer there. I never
heard what happened to it. My Grandmother thought
that was where she would be living when she married
George, around 1940, but he sold it before they were
married. George had worked as a Fire Watch for the
loggers and for WPA, but also built nice houses (for the
times) and made extra money that way. His daughter,
Marjorie/Marjory lived in Yakima after she married
George Lessy. She died in Yakima, Washington in Sept.
1975. They had one daughter, Dorothy Lessy Pollock.
George Jude also had a son Roy Jude. He was a year
or two younger than Marjorie who was born Feb. 16,
1921. When George married Grandma, Marjorie was
living with her Aunt and Uncle Harry Jude who had
two children: Alford born 4/1/1911 and Norma born
8/27/1918. I don’t know the year that George’s wife
died, but Marjorie and Roy were quite young. George
Jude and Louise Jenks were in their mid-50’s when they
got married.
Roy Jude had a military career. My Uncle Kenneth
said he lived in Omaha, Nebraska, after he retired and
that his father was visiting him when he died. The obituary of Marjorie Lessy says that her brother Roy lived in
Denver, Colorado.

George and Louise separated in their later years
and lived with their children. Louise died in 1974 in
California where she was living with her daughter, Hazel
Jenks Cabaniss.
The Nicholsons opened or took over the grocery store
just east of George Jude’s house. They sold groceries, had
the Post Office in their store and gas pumps outside.
These were the old type that you had to hand pump the
gas into the glass tank at the top. In the back they had
a wood stove that the local fellows would gather around
to visit while they were waiting for the mail to come in
from Cle Elum. A lot of prospecting stories were told
and I would have loved to listen in, but my Dad always
chased me off. Ollie Jordin was an especially colorful story
teller. I guess that’s why the stories of his gold strikes got
so blown out of proportion.
To the north, up the hill sat the schoolhouse. Funny,
but this incline doesn’t look nearly as steep as it did when
I was ten years old. Did they level it???
Across the road was the big old dance hall. I got to
go to the dances since Grandma and Kenne were there.
Grandma and some of the other ladies prepared the food
that was served at intermission. My Mother’s father was
a good dancer and it was here that he taught me how to
waltz and polka and Schottische when I was ten years
old. They always had live music and it was lots of fun
until after intermission. We heard of fights that happened
later in the night but were never part of that as we went
home as soon as dishes were done.
Mr. and Mrs. Lovendusky lived east of the Dance
Hall. They had a six year old son who attended the
school the first year I was there—1937/8. I don’t recall
his name, but he and the teacher did not get along and
there was much class disruption because of it.
Just to the east of the road that came down from the
school was the old store that the Caldwells had. It was
almost completely out of business when we first moved
there. She just had a few staples. Nothing like bread
or milk. Her husband was an invalid and died shortly
after we moved to Liberty. The community had a big
birthday party for her one time. It must have been Mrs.
Kirwin who baked a beautiful white cake decorated with
candles and silver Decors. I was very impressed! I say
Mrs. Kirwin because the Kirwins were living in the old
school at the time of the birthday party and I went along
with whoever it was that was sent up there to get the cake
and bring it down to the Caldwell’s home.
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There were other people that I haven’t mentioned,
but if they didn’t have children in school I don’t remember
their names.
The Amos and Ina Jordin house was on the north
side of the street. Velma was a year or two younger than
me. Velma was living with her grandparents because her
mother, Wilma had been killed in a car wreck. I don’t
know who Velma’s father was or what his name was. She
went by Jordin all the time I knew her. She eventually
was attending school in Ellensburg as I was.
The school records show an Odetta Jordin. I never
knew anything about her. Amos’s parents were William
A. Jordin and Mary Alice Mercer. Amos Rufus Jordin
was born 3/10/1876 and his wife, Ina May Powles was
born around 1883 since she was 17 in 1900. She and
Amos were married 9/17/1901.
Our family knew most of the Jordins quite well since
I was close to Velma’s age and was at their house a lot or
she at mine. We also knew Clarence and Daisy Jordin.
Their sons, Clarence, Jr., Verne and Robert Lee were
frequent visitors. Verne was near my Uncle Kenne’s age
and they still keep in contact.
Their son Arthur Amos, who we knew as Pat, was
even distantly related to my husband, Thomas Todd
through his first wife, Thelma Rego. When we lived in
Ellensburg we bought gas at Pat’s service station. Pat
was a favorite uncle of Louisa ‘Lidy’ Hauenstein of

Ellensburg. Lidy was related to the Rego’s and my husband. Small world, isn’t it? When I lived in Liberty we
weren’t related to anyone but the Alleys until Grandma
married George Jude. After I met Tom, I gained all sorts
of relatives. His relatives came to Ellensburg in 1883 and
the Regos came before that.
Amos and Ina also had a daughter, Bernice who
married a Cross. Their daughter, Ella Cross also attended high school in Ellensburg when I did.
Across the street from the Amos Jordins was a miner
who was quite elderly and almost blind. Ina did baking
and some cooking for him. Velma and I delivered food
sometimes. We felt like real helpers.
Back against the hill on the north side of the street
was a very small and very rustic cabin which Al Jordin
lived in. He was an old bachelor. I never heard if he
had ever been married or not. He used to come see my
Grandmother and he would take her on hikes to prospect for gold. Like everyone else, she had gold fever, but
never found any. He was a very jolly fellow and Velma
and I loved to visit him. One time she and I were at a
carnival in Ellensburg and we ran into Al. He gave us
a dollar or so for rides which helped the small amount
we had. When we would run low on nickels and dimes,
we would ride the Ferris wheel and spot where he was
so we could tell him our sad tale of no money. I think we
cleaned him out that day.
Clarence Jordin—1950’s.
Clarence is displaying some
of his gold from the Ace of
Diamonds mine on Flag
Mountain. He was one of
the best in camp at finding
pockets of crystalline wire
gold. Clarence’s son, Junior
Jordin, followed in his father’s footsteps and spent
most of life in turn mining
gold in Liberty. There are
no longer any Jordins in the
camp.
Photo from the Wes Engstrom
collection.
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There has been so much written about Ollie, I won’t
elaborate here. He was a very amiable fellow as were all
the Jordins. It wasn’t long after we moved to Liberty that
they moved to the West side and we didn’t hear much
about them after that.
When leaving the settlement of Liberty heading east,
there was a cabin on the north side of the road at the top
of the incline. This was where Mr. and Mrs. Peterson
lived. Grandma and Mrs. Peterson visited often. Since
I was left handed, my Mother and Grandma couldn’t
seem to teach me crocheting. Mrs. Peterson had more
time or patience and she took on the task of teaching me.
I wanted to know how to knit also because I was to be
knitting and rocking as I played Mrs. Santa Claus in
the Christmas play at school and I wanted to REALLY
knit, not just pretend She would be proud to see some of
the things I knitted in later life, thanks to her.
Another block or two (if you were in town) the road
dipped down and a branch took off to the right up Boulder Creek. I don’t remember them, but my Uncle Kenne
says there was a family called McPherson (spelling?).
They had a girl a year older than him and she rode the
school bus in to Cle Elum with him. Later on there were
some other people living in the old miner’s cabins but they
weren’t there long and I didn’t know them.
Traveling east from the Boulder Creek junction,
there was a large mining operation at one time. It was 20
years or so before we arrived that it was operational and
all that was remaining was the long, rustic building that
served as bunkhouse on one end and cookhouse on the
other. There was also a small, one room house next to it
where a fellow named Frank Dorman lived. He was another of the colorful residents of the area. He had worked
as a railroad ticket agent in Chicago at one time. After
a heartbreaking love affair and nervous breakdown, he
hopped the train and ended up in Washington. My Dad
knew the particulars of how he ended up in Liberty, but
I don’t know.
I previously described the construction of the mining
bunkhouse we lived in. It has been replaced by a beautiful
big home. None of the corrals, barns or fences remain
either so it all looks totally different to me. We only
lived there three or four years, but they were wonderful
years for me. I loved the mountains and felt like Heidi
in Switzerland. The people were all so interesting, but
not the meddling kind so there was a wonderful sense
of freedom there.

A quarter of a mile or so up the road (eastward) a
road took off to the left heading for Cougar Gulch. The
first place along the road was where an elderly man lived.
I think he was either German or Norwegian because of
his accent. His name was Jake Setzer. I remember him
even though he didn’t have children my age because of his
beautiful garden and especially the black pansies. Later,
when I was in college, I traveled back up there with my
Mother to refresh my memories. Sure enough! The pansies were black. I suppose actually a very dark purple, but
unless they were in bright sunlight they looked like black
velvet. Beautiful. I haven’t seen any like them again.
Continuing eastward, a driveway took off to the
right and climbed a bit to arrive at an opening that held
a house and a small log cabin next to it. The house faced
west and looked down over a valley that held an arrastra.
Velma Jordin and I used to play on it pretending it was a
merry-go-round. This was the homesite of Clarence and
Daisy Jordin and their three sons, Clarence, Jr., Verne,
and Robert Lee. Robert Lee was in the eighth grade
when I was in the fourth at the Liberty School. My Uncle
Kenne and Verne were good friends and schoolmates and
are still in contact. Kenne said (June 2006) that Robert
had passed away. I know no other details.
Daisy Jordin and my Grandmother Louise Jenks
were friends, so she visited our home often. She and
Clarence separated after we left the Liberty area and
she worked over around Seattle somewhere. Grandma
and she kept in contact for a long time, but I think she
is gone now too. Clarence operated the Mineral Springs
resort and I saw him there sometime in the 1940’s but
I don’t recall the exact date.
The next place on the north side of the road was
where the Lem Camp family lived. His daughter, June
was my uncle’s age and rode the bus with him to school
in Cle Elum. June was only there the first year we were
in Liberty. Her Mother had died so she left to live with
relatives. Barney was around longer and would stop and
visit with us and he knew my uncle pretty well.
Up the road, on the right side was the Alley Ranch.
It had a big barn and looked like it had been quite a
productive ranch at one time, but as with all buildings
around Liberty, it looked pretty neglected in 1937. It was
a good size barn. I was in it one time with my Dad and
one of the Alleys when an owl came swooping down out
of the rafters and lit on my shoulder. Liked to scared me
to death, but it didn’t perch there long before it took off.
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When it did take off, its talons didn’t feel too good digging
into my shoulder. Mr. Alley claimed it was a pet.
Their daughter, Abby married my Mother’s relative, Charlie Platts of Ellensburg. Cecil Alley, a brother
of Charlie’s, was born 9/28/1910 and was just 4 years
younger than my Mother, Ione Derby Jenks. Ione had
known the Alleys previously, probably in Yakima.
My Uncle Kenne told me about Cyrus Alley’s tragedy. He was born 6/12/1914 and went hunting with his
older brother, Cecil. Kenne didn’t know how it happened,
but Cecil shot Cyrus and killed him. Kenne said that
Cecil almost lost his mind grieving over it.
The Alleys left the Liberty area before we did. Cecil
and Otto operated the Teanaway Bus Depot/Restaurant. I don’t know for how long, but I did visit with
Otto one time in about 1949 when I was on a bus trip
to Seattle. We lost contact after that. Charlie Platts’
daughter, Pattie had gone to high school in Ellensburg
when I did, but she was younger than me so I didn’t
know her very well. After her marriage, she moved to
South America. The only update I ever got was from her
Aunt in California.
The last resident on the road east of Liberty was no
less colorful than the others. Her name was Mrs. Price.
She was Norwegian and from the old country. She would
come up the road in the spring headed for her mining
claim located at the far end of the road. She had relatives in the Seattle area where she spent her winters. If
someone didn’t pick her up and take her to her place, she
would walk all the way from the bus stop down along
Hwy. 97! I think she was in her 90’s at that time but
still seemed quite spry.
She would come down in the fall before bad weather
and head back to Seattle. She was usually walking then
and would stop in and have a cup of coffee with my
Norwegian Grandmother. They seemed to have a lot to
talk about. I would love to have sat there and listened as
they talked Norwegian, but Grandma would shoo me
away. I hadn’t even known that my Grandmother could
speak Norwegian. She said that’s what they spoke when
she was home—when her Dad was out of the house. They
were living in Iowa and he said that they were Americans
now and insisted that they speak English.
Originally, Mr. Price had been along working the
mining claim. Over in Seattle they had heard about all
the gold strikes and that it was easy to find so they came
with all their dreams. I’m sure that some of Clarence

Jordin’s discoveries had fueled the influx of prospectors
for many years, maybe even yet.
Mr. Price died one summer prior to when we were
there so Mrs. Price buried him. No one knew until she
came down in the fall. After all, it was a long hike back
down to Liberty and what could anyone do?
So that is the end of the road and what I know of the
people along it. Living in Liberty was a very memorable
part of my life even though it was a very short time. There
are many lovely, large homes in Liberty now, but the old
miners’ shacks held a lot of memories.
Students of Liberty School
September 1937 to 1940
From Sept. 1937 to the spring of 1938 there were
seven students in the Liberty School. There were only
two girls; Dolores Ione Jenks and Velma Jordin. I am
not sure who the five boys were but one was the 6 year
old Lovendusky boy. Another was Scotty Schultz and
his younger brother. (I don’t recall his name) Their father was probably the W. Schultz on the School Board
1938/39. They lived in a nice log home along Hwy. 97
near Blue Creek. One time when Mr. Schultz was away
from home, it caught fire and burned down. Scotty tried
to climb a ladder with a bucket of water to put the roof
fire out, but being only 10 or 11 years old, it was too big
a job for him. He was terribly upset over the fire and
hated to leave, but they moved on and I never heard
anything of them again.
There were three Foster boys who lived a bit further
north on Hwy. 97. One in my grade was Walter and
there was 8th grader, Jim, but I don’t recall the name of
the third boy. Bob Nicholson, Jack Ness and Robert Jordin may have been still in the eighth grade that first year
(1937/8) but I don’t recall and I don’t know their ages.
That is except Robert. He was born in 1926. In 1939/40
a family named Betz moved into Clarence Jordin’s place
east of Liberty. Their daughter, Katherine, was a year
or two younger than me so was probably born around
1930. Her Father was E. A. Betz. I think Katherine
was their only child—at that time anyway.
A Louise Jones also lived in Liberty, but it may have
been after the school consolidated in to Cle Elum, so she
may not have attended the Liberty School. Floyd and
Hattie Porter had a girl named Peggy and a boy younger
than her, but I don’t recall his name. Peggy was another
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one just a year or so younger than me. My mother corresponded with Hattie for several years, but of course I
have none of the letters.
There were two Vining boys. They and their Mother
moved into the Camp place after the Camps left. They
had a couple of cows, but didn’t raise much farm stuff.
Their Mother drove the mail truck at least one year. They
were already in high school when they moved there, so I
didn’t know much about them.
As of now, I think that is about all the students I
can remember. As I stated previously, there were seven
kids at the Liberty School in 1937/8 and fourteen the
following year. I don’t recall just when each particular
child was there, except for Velma Jordin. The Liberty

School closed and consolidated with Cle Elum in 1939.
Many of the miners came and went as did the loggers.
Most of the residents were just there until the economy
and jobs improved, like we were. Even Ollie and Clarence Jordin moved away.
Things just were never the same as they were in the
early mining and logging days.
1—2

Dolores Jenks Todd

Al Jordin in Front of His Cabin in Liberty—1940’s. The cabin was the oldest structure in Liberty until it was torn down in
the 1980’s. Its exact date of construction is not known but it was known as the A. F. York cabin and York came into the camp
in 1889. Al Jordin’s father, William Jordin, was among the first in the district after gold was discovered in 1873 and Al along
with his brothers, Clarence and Ollie, spent much of their lives in the camp.
Photo in the Wes Engstrom collection.
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A Wedding Celebration In Liberty—1941. Logging was the dominant activity in the Swauk in the 1940’s. Miners still
mined for gold but many of them had a day job logging. The community hall in Liberty was still the center of social activity
in the area as this picture illustrates. The picture is of a wedding celebration/dance for Bob Colwell and Jean ? in 1941. It is
the only picture of the inside of the community hall that has surfaced. Many of the people in the picture lived at the main
logging camp on First Creek, in the area now called Lauderdale. Most of the people in the picture have been identified by
Frankie (Kordes) Minnich, number 10 in the picture, and her friend, Dolores (Jenks) Todd.
Photo from Wes Engstrom collection.

1. Bob Colwell
2. Jean Colwell
3. Jack Ness, Jr.
4. Gertrude Kordes
5. Mrs. George Jones
6. Lena Johnston
7. Bud Jones
8. Margie Jones
9. Velma Jordin
10. Frankie Kordes
11. Tiny Bryant
12. Melvin Bryant
13. Jerry Limon
14. Clarence Jordin, Jr.
15. Mickey Jordin
16. Daughter, Steve Dupuis
17. Steve Dupuis
18. Russell Hare

19. Marie Kordes (Mikalson)
20. Jack Hanneman
21. Mrs. Dumbolten
22. Sam Dumbolten
23. ?
24. ?
25. ?
26. Deak Johnson
27. Mrs. Ben Colwell
28. Ben Colwell
29. Alma Arrowsmith
30. ?
31. Ina Jordin (Mrs. Amos)
32. Amos Jordin
33. Jack Ness, Sr.
34. Frank Kordes
35. Mabel Ness (Mrs. Jack)
36. Geniver Dupuis
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37. George Lechman
38. Bill Rozinski
39. Mrs. Fred Dupuis
40. Fred Dupuis
41. Floyd DeShazer
42. Hazel DeShazer?
43. Shorty Hutko
44. Mamie Caldwell
45. Mrs. Bartmas?
46. Carl Bartmas
47. Lelia Jordin (Mrs. Ollie)?
48. Clarence Arrowsmith
49. Ollie Jordin
50. Florence Arrowsmith
51. Ed Martin (Mr. Arrowsmith?)
52. Roberta Ness
53. Al Jordin
54. Billy Anderson

Unknown School Teacher
Inspires a Spiritual Career
Father Tom Edwards was a beloved pastor of
the St. Paul Cathedral Parish in Yakima from 1934
to 1952. Before that he was the pastor of the Holy
Trinity Parish at Goldendale from 1923 to 1934.
Before that he was a gold miner in Liberty. At least
he had one claim, the “Mumma” in Cougar Gulch
filed on October 12, 1907 with his partner W.
Mumma. Father Edwards came from a family that
was in the grocery business. He probably came to
Liberty because his Uncle, C. F. Lauderdale, had
bought a general store and post office in Liberty in
1894. While in Liberty Tom Edwards met a school
teacher and began a discussion about religion. The
correspondence continued even after he left Liberty
and led to his decision to become a priest. Excerpts
from a tribute to Father Edwards, published in the
Parish newspaper, give a glimpse into one of the truly
great men to pass through Liberty.
“Our Times” October 23, 1964

Father Tom Edwards—1923. Father Edwards was a
miner in Liberty in 1904. While in Liberty he met a
school teacher who inspired him to become a priest. He
was ordained in 1923, was pastor of the Holy Trinity
Parish in Goldendale until 1934 when he became pastor
of the St. Paul Cathedral Parish in Yakima. Never underestimate the influence of a school teacher.

Death Ends Long, Heroic Life of Father Thomas
Edwards
Father Thomas A. Edwards whose defense of
Catholicism in a series of letters to a young woman led
him to the seminary and the priesthood died quietly on
Sunday afternoon at St. Elizabeth Hospital.
The 84-year-old priest was pastor emeritus of St.
Paul Cathedral Parish. The last years of his life had
been spent at St. Elizabeth Hospital; he was partially
paralyzed by a stroke in 1952.
His was a late vocation. He was ordained in 1922
when he was 42 years old. In the four decades he served
God as a priest, he was assigned to only two parishes:
St. Paul Cathedral Parish in Yakima and Holy Trinity
Parish, Goldendale…
From Wisconsin
Father Edwards was born July 16, 1880 at Milwaukee, Wisconsin; He was the son of Evan Stephen
Edwards and Katherine Cecilia Regan…
City to City
Evan Stephen Edwards, in the grocery business,
moved from city to city. At the age of 17 Tom Edwards
was in Chicago learning shorthand and typing at home

Photo from the Wes Engstrom collection.

because he couldn’t afford the fees for a business school.
When 21 he was still in Chicago where he was employed
as a topnotch stenographer.
He worked too hard and the clamor of the city made
him nervous. The future Father Edwards was 25 when
he came west to Washington. He found indoor work
trying and he went to the Table Mountain country near
Ellensburg where he spent a year and a half ranching,
placer mining and building up his health.
It was there he met a school teacher on vacation.
They kept in touch by letter. Meanwhile, he went to Idaho
in the fall of 1907 to take a homestead on the Twin Falls
irrigation project. The plan didn’t work out and he went
to Boise for two years.
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The letters between the school teacher and the
priest-to-be centered around his Catholic faith. He tried
to answer her questions. Her parents were adamant
against the Church. In her last letter, she asked “Would
you be a priest?”
Religion Absorbing
Later he wrote, “It had never entered my mind.
Religion became my absorbing interest and I just had to
leave a good job in the fall of 1909.”
He went to Gonzaga University at Spokane “to learn
Latin at 29 years of age, take a chance, and trust in the
future wherever it would lead.”
After three years at Gonzaga, he entered St. Patrick’s
Seminary, Menlo Park, Calif. The pattern of adversity,
apparent defeat and then triumph that invested all his
life was found again at the seminary. After three years,
he found he had to leave his studies for the priesthood.
“I can picture myself riding away from the seminary,”
Father Edwards wrote, “no one in sight, on my old bike
with a worn suitcase strapped to my back, toward San
Francisco, 30 miles away, 35 years of age, out into the
world which I thought six years before I had left forever.”
Store in Seattle
He went to Tacoma to work for an uncle in a grocery.
A year later he opened his own store on Queen Anne
Hill in Seattle. He called the four years in the grocery
business a life saver—saving his vocation.
He had left the seminary in ill health. His health
restored, he returned to St. Patrick’s. After three more
years of study he was ordained on June 17, 1922 in the
seminary chapel…
The 42-year-old newly ordained priest was assigned
as an assistant at St. Paul Parish in Yakima…
To Goldendale
He was appointed pastor of Holy Trinity Parish at
Goldendale in July 1923, going to a parish of his own
choosing. He wanted his mother with him in her declining years. He heard that Holy Trinity Parish would be
vacant and he went to look at it.
Father Edwards described what he found:
“Paper hung from the ceiling in places. The house
was six inches lower on the northwest corner and rocked
in a strong wind, so I heard, on a foundation of wooden
blocks and rocks.”

The Lauderdale Family and Tom Edwards—1912.
Back: Frances Lauderdale, Charles “Frank” Lauderdale,
Nona M. (Regan) Lauderdale. Front: Henry “Lloyd”
Lauderdale, Norene Lauderdale and Thomas Edwards.
Photo courtesy Judith Falk.

First Collection
Undismayed, Father Edwards set to work “happy
in overcoming difficulties.” Nor was he daunted by the
first Sunday collection of only $8.50.
After 11 years of building and repairing Holy Trinity and its missions, spreading the Faith over a large
area of the Northwest, Father Edwards was tired from
his labors…
He was stunned in the spring of 1934 when Bishop
Gerald Shaughnessy of Seattle asked the 54-year-old
priest if he was interested in the pastorate of St. Paul
Parish in Yakima…
Back to St. Paul’s
Father Edwards became the third pastor in the
Yakima parish which dates from 1914. He took possession on Saturday, May 12, 1934 at 6 p.m.
These were depression years. The parish had a debt
of $58,000 which Father Edwards considered “not
too large for this parish with a grand church that cost
$140,000 and large, fine school and modern rectory.”
The “large, fine school” was the old school building
now overshadowed by one of the largest elementary
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schools in the country, a $742,000 building erected during Father Edwards’ pastorate.
From the first, Father Edwards chopped away at the
parish debt. He took no salary for himself. He repaired,
remodeled, enlarged as the parish grew rapidly through
World War II and in the postwar years.
From his youth Father Edwards had led an active
life. In the Midwest he went ice skating in the winter, a
diversion he continued as a priest in the Yakima Valley.
He was fond of track and field sports. And he liked to
swim.
The hot summers in Yakima Valley were reason
enough for a cooling dip in a river. It became his custom
to go for a swim in the Yakima River.
Stroke While Swimming
On July 25, 1952, the 72-year-old priest suffered a
paralytic stroke while swimming. At 7:30 that evening
a passersby spotted Father Edwards half in and half out
of the water. It is believed he lay in the hot sun for five
and a half hours.
Suffering from sunburn and exposure as well as the
effect of the paralytic shock, the elderly priest lay in St.
Elizabeth Hospital for days in critical condition.
His own fortitude, the prayers of his parishioners
and friends, the efforts of the Sisters of Charity of Providence and nurses at the hospital brought him through the
crisis. Eventually, he left his bed for a wheel chair.
Unable to ascend the altar to offer Mass, Father
Edwards found a new apostolate among the suffering at
the hospital. As long as he was able, he brought his own
courage and cheerfulness to help those in pain around
him.
The time of waiting and suffering came to an end
quietly on Sunday afternoon. Death had been expected.
Priests at the Cathedral at Masses that morning asked
for prayers for the dying priest. At the age of 84 after a
full life in the service of God, Father Edwards died in
mid-afternoon on Sunday October 18, 1964. §

St Paul Cathedral in Yakima—2005. Father Edwards
was pastor of the St. Paul Parish in Yakima from 1934
until 1952 when he suffered a stroke. He died in 1964.
Photo by Wes Engstrom.

Father Edwards never forgot the people of Liberty. I found his picture, as a newly ordained priest
in January 1923, among the pictures left in Mamie
Caldwell’s house. And he wrote little remembrances
of Liberty that were published in local papers.
If anyone feels their burdens are overwhelming,
they only need to look to Father Tom Edwards for
inspiration in overcoming adversity.
1—2
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A School Teacher Finds Love In Liberty

photographer. His nephew, Warren Leyde, donated
300 of his negatives to the Liberty history archives
and many of them are included in this book. Al filed
a mining claim in 1916 on what is now the Liberty
heliport where he drove a tunnel in 150 feet from
what is now the campground, then dropped 10-15
feet and continued on another 100 feet or so. He
built a house and barn on the claim and ran a small
dairy operation there. His brother, Clarence, came
to Liberty and ran a service station, post office and
general store in the 1940’s and 50’s.
Frieda apparently liked what she found in Liberty as she signed on for another year teaching at the
Liberty school. Her family helped her fix up a small
cabin that sat where the Liberty historic maker now
sits, which would have been next to the “Wildcat
Dance Hall.” In November of 1933 she and Al mar-

Frieda Anderson wasn’t looking for a husband,
just a job, when she accepted an offer from the school
board to teach at the Liberty school for the balance
of the 1931/32 school year after Catherine Ranetta
left in mid term. She had quit her job teaching in
the Peshastin area and needed another job. Nor did
she expect that one of the school board members
who hired her would be an eligible bachelor of many
talents. John Allen (Al) Nicholson did not come to
Liberty to look for gold, he came instead to farm.
He and his uncle, Pat Dunning, came to find a farm,
they each claimed a 160 acre homestead at the head
of Lions Gulch in 1902. Al was a jack-of-all-trades,
he was a carpenter, a miner, a blacksmith, a farmer, a
Forest Service guard and he was a very good amateur

Al Nicholson—Early 1900’s. John Allen (Al) Nicholson homesteaded Liberty Mountain and ran a dairy on what is now the
heliport at Liberty. His brother, Clarence, ran a store and gas station in Liberty. Al was a very good amateur photographer
and many of his negatives have survived and are used in this book. From an Al Nicholson negative in the Wes Engstrom collection.
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ried and she moved into his house on the mining
claim on the heliport where they raised hay and a
few dairy cows. He was 58 and she was 42. Al died
in 1961 and Frieda died in 1987.
Al was awarded patent to the 160 acre homestead
at the head of Lions Gulch in 1915. He raised some
cattle on the property and had a sawmill set up to
harvest the trees in the 1940’s. It proved difficult to
live on the homestead and most of the time he lived
in the new house he had built on the mining claim

at the heliport. The 160 acre homestead was sold
to Dee Eberhart and his brother Al. They in turn
created the 66 lot Liberty Mountain recreation area
we have today.
After Al died Jack Kirsch acquired the house on
the mining claim and moved it a quarter mile onto
his adjacent property where it is still being lived in
today.
1—2

Al Nicholson’s House Near Liberty—1930’s. Al’s wife, Frieda, in front of their house on what is now the heliport. The
house has been moved and is still being used.
From an Al Nicholson negative in the Wes Engstrom collection.
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Journalist Moves Into the School House

ended up coming to Liberty in 1939 to recuperate.
He had married Marguerite C. McConihe whose
father, L. F. McConihe, had set up the first mill in
Williams Creek. Kirwin had no money and managed
to survive by writing for both the Cle Elum Miner
Echo and Ellensburg Record newspapers, taking
and selling photographs and receiving a lot of charity from friends and neighbors. When World War
II broke out he left Liberty and became a captain’s
yeoman and ship’s photographer aboard the Rescuer,
a salvage ship manned by a civilian crew under control of the Navy. He was recommended for a hero’s
medal from the Soviet Union for saving the life of
a seaman aboard a Soviet freighter the Rescuer was
attempting to salvage. Later Kirwin wrote and took
pictures for the Marine Digest magazine and wrote
a history/picture book, This Was Seafaring. He
was admitted as a special student at the University
of Washington after passing entrance examinations
and in 1948, just before his 57th birthday, he graduated with a Bachelor of Arts degree. He then went
on to get a master’s degree and teaching certificate.
He died in Seattle at age 96 with no surviving family
and no money.
This is what Kirwin had to say about the Liberty
school building in a letter to a friend.

The school building in Liberty was now empty.
Not for long however. In 1939 the School District
rented the building to Harry Kirwin for one dollar a
year. Harry Kirwin was another of the many colorfull
characters that somehow find their way to Liberty.
Harry Kirwin was born August 3, 1891 in New
York. He had only completed the seventh grade when
he was orphaned at the age of 13. Rather than go
into an orphanage, he signed on as deck hand on a
ship going to South America. He jumped ship in Argentina and spent 16 years working where he could.
He became a photographer, a reporter, a translator
(fluent in Spanish, French, Italian, German and
Portuguese) and a paper publisher before returning
to New York where he worked as a reporter and
photographer. He traveled to Seattle with a promise
of a job. The job fell through and he worked for the
Seattle Post-Intelligencer and a newspaper in Spokane before going back to sea. He was injured and

Liberty, Washington December 8, 1939
We are having some awfully tough sledding up here
in the hills where the sawbones chased us to slow down
the ticker. Fortunately, we were able to pull some strings
in Cle Elum and secured the use of the schoolhouse in
Liberty that was consolidated with Cle Elum last June.
So, for one dollar a year we have a nice home in the best
spot in town. (Pop. 78).
When we moved in in August the weather was
grand and even though there were cracks in the ceiling
you could shove a copy of the Times through, we didn’t
mind it. But, when cooler weather arrived, we drove three
miles to an old sawmill and hauled fifty bags of sawdust
and, after laying down old newspapers to prevent the
stuff from going down into the room (there is only one),
we poured the sawdust all over the attic, and now have
one solid blanket of sawdust inches thick. It has warmed
the place up considerably.
All around the walls, we have patiently tacked pieces
of cardboard, picked up from various stores in Cle Elum

Harry Kirwin—1939. Harry was a Liberty resident
from 1939 to 1941. He came to Liberty to recover from
a heart condition and lived in the vacant School building. He was a world traveler, reporter and photographer,
and wrote for both the Ellensburg Record and the Cle
Elum Miner Echo. He rented the school house for 5
years at $1.00 per year.
Photo from his book “This Was Seafaring.”
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and Ellensburg, 17 and 25 miles away. We hauled loads
of boxes of every size. Then at home, we took them apart,
and tacked them up. The trade names all went toward
the wall, you can be sure. (Ho! Ho!)
For heat we have a big old-fashioned stove, and we
have about enough wood to see us through until April,
when the weather opens up again. All the time we were
here we have been making forays into the woods around
us and we have gathered up a good sized wood pile of
branches and limbs, as well as bark and knots. Some of
the pieces of bark we have pried off old stumps are as big
as half your desk. It burns well.

family fun. Just about everyone in the district gets
mentioned by Kirwin. Remember he was getting paid
by the inch for his articles to the newspapers and the
more names mentioned the more newspapers sold.
Last Friday night, Liberty Hall held a capacity
audience, that gathered to enjoy a Christmas program,
that had been heralded as the best ever, and the large
gathering wasn’t disappointed in the least; the ladies
and a few of the men had “gone to town” and when
they stepped back and considered their handiwork, they
pronounced it good, and the crowd said so too, making
it unanimous.
The old hall, historic gathering place for Swauk
citizens since the early days of this gold camp, handed
the visitors a surprise of its own, for Clarence Nicholson
had hooked up his electric plant to the wires in the hall,
that are awaiting light from the P.U.D., and instead of
kerosene lamps as they used to see, or gasoline lanterns
as they have had later, the hall glowed with honest to
goodness electric lights, nothing less.
The large hall was decorated with native greens and
scarlet bells, and red and green streamers reached out in
symmetrical designs, with chilly looking icicles hanging
from them. But the eyes of the children, as well as the

This is what Harry Kirwin had to say about
Saturday night dances when writing to his friends
in Seattle.
Most of the people here hail from the South, and
they are just as canny and feudy as they can be. Real
mountaineers, they ask little of anybody, and keep to
themselves, except when they have a dance and then they
gather around and get cockeyed drunk, and holler all
night long. We never sleep on those nights, for the dance
hall is only a block and a half away. Now and then there
is a melee in the only street we have and the next day the
boys go around with shiners and busted noses. The ladies
also swing haymakers side by side with their kinfolk and
one has the reputation of coming to the dances with a big
potato masher that she caches until needed.
We went to one dance when we first came here but
never returned. It is too close to nature to suit us.
There is a bootlegger of course, and he stations his
car at the foot of our hill and dishes out the “squirrel eye”
to the drunks as they come out of the dance hall half a
block away. As there is no authority here, you can get
away with anything except perhaps, murder.
We brought our flag with us and flew it the first
day we moved into the school. About ten o’clock a native trudged up the hill. He stalled around a while and
finally said “What’s the election for?” The only day they
fly a flag here on the post office is Fourth of July and on
election day to designate the voting place. We got a kick
out of it.

Harry Kirwin’s Book—1955. After leaving Liberty,
Harry and Ralph Andrews wrote a pictorial history
book about seafaring.

The Saturday night dance was only one of
the activities in the community hall Kirwin wrote
about. The Christmas program of December 1939
demonstrates the community coming together for

Book in the Wes Engstrom collection.
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grown-ups were captured by the majestic Christmas tree
that stood glittering in the bright rays of a large floodlight
placed at the base, that made the lovely ornaments on
the tree shine and dance in all their shimmering glory,
for their delight.
The stage was set for Santa’s entrance, and the wee
performers were all on edge, waiting for their cues to
enter.
The program was opened by Mrs. Wallace Wheeler,
who acted as Mistress of Ceremonies, followed by a
group of carols, loved by all, which the audience sang,
with Mrs. Clarence Walgren at the piano. Two violins
played by the Misses Pearle Sheppard and Katherine
Forbes rendered “Silent Night, Holy Night” with the
audience singing nicely together.
A patriotic touch was introduced by the audience
singing “The Star Spangled Banner” which it sang standing at attention. It was sung well and wholeheartedly, as
it should be sung.
From the smallest child to the largest, almost every
child in the Swauk had a part in the show and few had
stage fright, for out front were their friends, relatives and
neighbors, and love and family affection imparted an
air of perfection to the program, that gave the children
courage, and they acquitted themselves well.
There was something for everyone in the house, from
playlets and recitations, to accordion and trumpet solos,
and the audience was most generous with its applause.
The main play was called “First Aid To Santa.”
First on the program was dainty Cassie Ness who
welcomed the crowd to the affair. “A Trip To Town” was
then given by Alma Jude, followed by Buster Howard
with “A Christmas Wish.” “A Gift For Mother” was the
next offering, by Jackie Knowlton, and “First Aid For
Santa” was given by the following children: “Santa Claus”
Jackie Ness, “Mrs. Claus” Katherine Betz; children—
Beatrice Searles, Patsy Osborne, Duane Searles, Elmer
Hendricksen, Cassie Ness, Bobby Nicholson and JoAnna
Howard. Brownies were; Virginia Searles, Jerry Limon,
Tommy Lee Howard and Roberta Ness.
“A Note To Santa” by Roberta Ness was followed by
“Santa Can’t Be Fooled” by Darling Knowlton. JoAnna
Howard then gave “I’d Like To See Santa’s Workshop”
and her brother Tommy Lee gave “When I Get Big I
Want To Be Santa.” “Santa Claus Is Coming To Town”
was given by Gerty Ann Kortes, Frankie Mae Kortes,
Cassie Ness, Dolores Jenks, Beatrice Searles, Patsy Osborne and Katherine Betz.

“Suspenders” was given then by Dorothy June
Virden, followed by “Hark The Herald Angels Sing!” by
Gladyse Mastel. A playlet “Golden Cobwebs” followed
with this cast: “Mother” Loene Dunford, “Christmas
Fair” Dorothy June Virden: Spiders, Evelyn Hartman,
Elaine Dunford, Ilene Dunford, Calvin Dunford, Dick
Dunford and George Virden.
A girl quartet composed of Eunice Johnson, Evelyn
Hartman, Gladyse Mastel and Loene Dunford sang
three Christmas songs.
“A Lively Christmas Gift” was then presented by
Jerry Limon, followed by Frankie Mae Kortes with “A
Christmas Vow”. The two Miller sisters then gave two
accordion pieces named “Sharpshooters March” and
“Friendship March.” “The Story Of The Christ Child”
was then given by Bobby Jackson, and the Taylor children
gave “Shoes and Stockings.” Elmer Hendricksen gave
“Santa Makes A Demand.”
Then followed two musical numbers “Silent Night”
by Jackie Ness and “Home Sweet Home” by Bobby
Nicholson, on cornets. An accordion solo by Billy Anderson and a closing verse by Cassie Ness concluded the
unusual program.
The surprise of the evening, however, was the cause of
much mirth, for “ten little boys” walked out on the stage,
each with a letter tied around his neck. When they were
lined up the letters spelled—“Santa Claus.” Then each
little lad recited a few lines about toys and such things.
Imagine the amusement when the audience recognized
the little boys as being —Wallace Wheeler, Clarence
Walgren, Tom Nicholson, Clarence Nicholson, George
Jude, E. A. Betz, Paul Limon, Tom Howard, Gerry
Jones and Gust Peterson. All were dressed as small boys,
and the house rocked with laughter at their offering. They
were warmly applauded.
The undisputed star of the evening was Billy Anderson, who came out with his old fashioned accordion,
which he proceeded to push and pull, squeeze and twist
until it made the old rafters ring with the old time melodies that the old hall hadn’t heard in years. It was just
like the old days in the camp, when the only music in
camp was the accordion and the fiddle. The crowd ate it
up and cried out for more, which Billy granted.
Then with every child keyed up with excitement,
Mrs. Wheeler announced that Santa had just arrived
from the North Pole, to their delight. There was a ripple
of subdued laughter as Santa, while entering the room,
on the stage, got stuck in the opening of the fireplace
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and picked the whole works up on his back. It required
the aid of two lovely ladies to disengage him. However,
he finally got out whole, and distributed gifts to all the
children present, consisting of stockings full of candies
and nuts, which pleased them vastly.
Harry Forbes, prominent Swauk farmer doubled
for Santa, and did a bang up job, for he made everyone
happy with his antics and gay chatter.
When the program was concluded dancing followed
and the musicians coaxed everyone out on the floor, with
lively tunes. The excited children skittered up and down
the floor in and out among the dancers, but nobody
minded, for this was Christmas and it is the happiest
time of the year, and there were no grouches present.
There were many tumbles on the slippery floor, and we
noticed a fine display of Christmas gifts, in bright colors,
as the little girls went sprawling.
A light supper was served at the half way mark in
the dancing, and after this had concluded, the crowd
started home in the crisp night, to find, that while the
program progressed, Nature had granted their wish for
a “White Christmas.”

In a little while, the gathering had dispersed leaving the old hall to itself once more with its memories of
other nights, now distant, when the camp was alive and
everyone had plenty of money. Gay times then were the
rule, and even if half the stories we hear are true, Liberty
must have been a lively old town.
Mrs. Wheeler’s closing remarks, and wish “that
the years to come shall bring bigger and better Liberty
parties” was echoed by all, and it is proper to note here
that a vote of thanks was given the Wheelers for their
successful party.
Three adorable new babies saw their first Christmas
tree this year in Liberty, Their names being Jean Wheeler, Gerry George Jones Jr. and Kurtiss Alfred Osborne.
When interviewed, they gazed at the bright ornaments
and gifts Santa brought them and said collectively in a
bored manner “Glug, glub, oogloopoo” which translated
means, “Its quite all right, but don’t you think this stuff
is now a bit, too, too antique?”. Can you beat that? And
they are less than one year old.
1—2

Frieda Nicholson on the Al Nicholson Mining Claim—Late 1930’s. Besides mining Al Nicholson used his mining claim
on the present heliport to raise dairy cattle and sold milk and butter. Here he is plowing his field to raise hay.
Photo from an Al Nicholson negative in the Wes Engstrom collection.
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Liberty Fourth of July Celebration—1916. The entire County was invited to a two day celebration in Liberty in 1916. The
dance lasted until 4 a. m. when a case of dynamite was set off on Kingfisher Ridge to announce breakfast was being served.
Below: a tug-of-war which was a gentleman’s sport as the participants only removed their coats—not their hats. Everyone was
dressed in their Sunday best.
Pautske prints in the Wes Engstrom collection.
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School House Replaces a
Wildcat Dance Hall

weddings and there were Saturday night dances. In
1944 the old community hall was torn down because,
after almost fifty years of use and abuse, it was rotting away and deemed unsafe. The now empty school
building was bought from Cle Elum School District
#104 on March 17, 1947, for one dollar. The building
was moved down the hill by the miners to the site
of the old community hall. And there it stood until
the turbulent 1960s.
1—2

After Kirwin moved out of the school building it
sat empty until 1947 when it was sold to the Liberty
Community Hall Association. The Liberty Community Hall had been built by the miners in 1892
and was the center of community activity. The hall
was used for religious services, plays, a poling place,

The Liberty Community Hall—1916. The community hall was the biggest building in camp, built by the miners in 1892 it
was the place for community events. The “Wildcat Dance Hall” name for the community hall was for the Fourth of July celebration in 1916 when most of the upper county must have been in town for the celebration. There was 5 cent beer (non-alcoholic from the Roslyn Brewery because of prohibition), tug-of-war contest, double-jacking contests, great food, ice cream and
everyone dressed in their Sunday best. When the old hall was no longer safe in 1944, it was torn down and in 1948 the old
Liberty School was moved down from the hill as the new Community Hall.
Photo from Wes Engstrom collection, photographer Pautzke.
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Fire Lookout at Lion Rock—1940’s. The lookout had an unobstructed view of the entire Swauk Basin. There was a singlewire telephone line to the Ranger Station in Liberty for communication. Only the concrete foundation remains today.
From an Al Nicholson negative in the Wes Engstrom collection
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Liberty in 1938
By Henrietta Fackler

My first acquaintance with the town of Liberty occurred in August of 1938. I was 18 years old at the time
and I visited there with my husband, Ralph Fackler, soon
after our marriage on August 2, 1938. We were on a
honeymoon tour of the state of Washington and Liberty
was one of our agenda listings.
My husband was eager to introduce me to the historic
gold mining town of Liberty and the friends he had made
there on earlier visits.
The town was situated 25 miles north of Ellensburg
lying just 2 miles off the Blewett Pass highway. After
leaving Yakima this was the route we followed and, as
we turned off the highway onto the Liberty road, I was
caught up into my husband’s enthusiasm and could
hardly wait for my first glimpse of the town. At last!
There it was! The antiquated remains of a once thriving
gold mining town. Houses with weathered board and
batten exteriors altered in color to a dark brown or dull
golden yellow lined the roadway on both sides and among
them were four log cabins. There was still a United States
Post Office, community hall, and gas station and store in
existence. There were hardly any modern conveniences in
the town. Most people had wells and used a pitcher pump
to draw their water. The citizens used coal oil lamps, gas
lanterns or candles to light their homes. I felt as though
we had passed through some kind of time lapse ending
up here in this quaint small village.
Ralph suggested that we stop at the home of Lela
and Ollie Jordin who he had enjoyed visiting with at
various times. The Jordins greeted us cordially and, after
we had chatted for a time, they encouraged us to spend
the night with them and attend a dance to be held in the
community hall.
The four of us danced until the wee hours of the
morning. We met many other of the townspeople at the
dance who were interesting and cordial. We hoped that
we would have the opportunity to get better acquainted
with them in time.
We slept the night in the upstairs bedroom of the
Jordin’s home and were delighted of the opportunity to
sleep on a genuine feather mattress.
The Jordin house during the 1890s served as the
town boarding house, and was owned by Mr. and Mrs.
Needham.

Ollie Jordin’s House—1980. This is Ollie Jordan’s house in
1980. It had previously been the "Liberty Hotel" in the
1890’s when it was owned by Mr. and Mrs. Needham. It
looked much like it looked in 1938 except for the fuel oil
tank on the outside. The house has been extensively restored
in 2006 and should be good for another 100 years.
Photo courtesy of the US Library of Congress (Historical American
Building Survey No WA-163—Liberty Historic District (1981).

Ollie had mined in the Swauk along with his brothers
Amos, Clarence and Al at an earlier time, but left the
area and settled in Spokane, Washington, and there he
met and married his wife, Lela, and went to work for
Washington Water and Power Company.
Ollie had a premonition the 16th of September in
1932, which was also his birthday, to return once again to
Liberty and join his brothers on a prospecting venture.
While out prospecting on Swauk Creek Ollie by
chance ran into Roy Lilne who offered to sell his worthless claim on Flag mountain. Lilne had salted his claim
and the unsuspecting Ollie paid him $200 down and
was given another three days to cough up $500. Where
to get another $500 was going to be a problem for Ollie. Then he recalled that before leaving Spokane, his
boss had told him that he would be willing to go in as a
partner and loan the necessary capital should he happen
to come on to something that looked promising. Ollie
wired him immediately asking for a loan of $500, but
was turned down.
Ollie was forced to go out and borrow the necessary
capital to pay off Lilne. Meanwhile, Lilne was back in
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town bragging how he had fleeced Ollie and had sold
him a lemon of a mine.
Ollie Jordin worked that so-called mine for about
three weeks, he was down to his last four bits, when he
struck it rich. Mrs. Jordin, when Ollie struck pay dirt,
wasn’t one bit surprised because she had the feeling that
he would.
The Ellensburg Capital came out with this quote at
the time of Ollie’s find: “Ollie Jordin uncovered the richest gold in the Swauk area in more than a quarter of a
century. In less than two hours, in a pocket two feet long
and eighteen inches wide, the man took out twenty-six
one to four pound avoirdupois pure gold nuggets estimated at $10,000 and took it to the Cle Elum bank. The
gold is heavy wire gold so pure it needs no refining. In
addition Mr. Jordin placed in the vault many fruit jars

filled with gold not so pure and three hundred pounds
of gold ore. Armed guards are protecting the property
night and day.”
What Ollie actually took out that day was $5000
in chunks and in an overall period of time he took out
from $70,000 to $80,000 worth of gold.
Ollie repeatedly told the story of his big strike and
laughingly recounted how on the day after his big strike
he walked up to Roy Lilne with chunks of gold in both
hands and told him that he had picked all the lemons
out of the mine he had sold him. According to Ollie, old
Lilne liked to had a fit.
Latter that same year Ollie and Lela and one of
their daughters and her husband drove to Chicago in a
brand new red car to take in the Worlds Fair.
1—2

Sulphur Springs Ranger Station—Early 1900’s. Sulphur Springs was a popular camping area and it actually had a mineral spring used by many people for healing purposes. It is now called Mineral Springs and the spring has dried up.
From an Al Nicholson negative in the Wes Engstrom collection
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A Miner’s Tall Tale Intrigues
College Professors

educator and the person credited with identifying
petrified Ginkgo wood and creating the Ginkgo
State Park. Unfortunately his papers are no longer at
the University so I couldn’t verify what he may have
written on the subject of frogs.
Ollie did tell his frog story on an audio tape
made in 1972. According to Ollie on the tape the two
frogs he gave to Prof. Beck died because he couldn’t
figure out what to feed them. The four frogs Ollie
kept thrived very well because he simply turned them
loose in his garden and they found their own food.
Besides changing color as described in the newspaper
article, he said the frogs would come into the house
when he called them and they could crawl right up
a glass window pane.
Unfortunately Ollie’s house caught fire one
day and in the excitement of putting out the fire all
four of the frogs were stepped on and killed. Who
knows, if that hadn’t happened maybe Liberty would
be famous as the Jurassic Park of prehistoric frogs.
Anyway, that is Ollie’s frog tale.
1—2

Ollie Jordin was one of Liberty’s better miners. At
least he caught the publics attention with his large pocket
of gold taken out in 1931 and his trip to the Chicago
Worlds Fair using the proceeds. Ollie was also known as
a great story teller and a teller of tall tales. I never knew
when he was pulling my leg or was telling the truth. One
story I was sure he was pulling my leg with was about
the fifty million year old frogs that came to life after he
dug them out of his mine on Flag Mountain. It was only
after I ran across a front page article in the Ellensburg
Evening Record that I realized he was telling a true tale.
At least, if it wasn’t true he had a lot of people fooled. The
article from the February 19, 1938 issue of the Evening
Record follows.

The odd part of the story is the fact I could not
find a follow-up to it. It seems strange the readers
would not demand a follow-up to such a fantastic
front page story. I did check with the Central Washington University where Prof. Beck was a well known

Half-Dozen Frogs, Blasted Out Of
Solid Rock In Jordan Gold Mine In
		 Swauk, Croak Merrily, Puzzle Scientists
Initial Investigation of Remarkable Discovery Indicates
They May Have Been Entombed for Ages
Live frogs—50,000,000
years old?
Blasted out of solid rock, deep
in the bowels of a Swauk hill above
Liberty: just “two handfuls of
slimy, muddy substance.”
The spark of life—dormant
perhaps since the Eocene age,
50 million years ago—fanned
into flame. Hours before a single
noticeable twitch of a cold, snow
white body. A gradual “warming
up” and more signs of returning

life. Hours and days until the last
of the little creatures finally “came
to.”
That’s the story of six frogs
Ollie Jordan and C. E. Brown took
from a tunnel in the Jordan gold
mine on February 4. Two weeks
ago and now all six of them show
every sign of being normal frogs,
with complete restoration of all
their frog characteristics.
They breath, jump, eat, see and
more important—they croak. Jump
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higher than most frogs their size
and croak loud enough to keep you
awake nights.

Await Investigation
Whether the frogs have lived
since the rocks were formed ages
ago, or crept into a crevice to
hibernate was the question awaiting
scientists’ investigation today.
And if the facts regarding the find
stand up under strictest probing. It
is agreed that the discovery will
attract attention the world over as
the most important of its kind in
that particular field of science.

Jordan and Brown discovered
the frogs while blasting mineralized
shale rock 190 feet in from the
entrance to the tunnel. The point is
75 feet from the surface of the hill
directly above. The men had worked
all day preparing the blast. At 4:30
that afternoon they touched off the
dynamite. Half an hour later they
entered the tunnel to clean out the
loose rock. Then they discovered
the frogs.
“My God, look at the gold.” one
of the men exclaimed as the small
white object glistened in the dim-lit
tunnel. Eager fingers clutched at the
mass. Shocked by the touch of the
cold, apparently dead frogs, they
withdrew their hands. Silently they
examined the mass more closely.
“They’re frogs.” both stammered.
“We haven’t had a drink today
have we?” they asked each other
after they recovered from their first
shock of the unusual experience.
They agreed that they hadn’t, and
went to work to give the slithering
objects attention.
They placed them on a rock in
the tunnel for about half an hour.
Jordan said. Then they brought
them to the tunnel opening, where
they placed them near a warm
stove. After 90 minutes Jordan
noticed one of the frogs moved his
head slightly. An hour and a half
had elapsed since the dynamite
blast had opened up their place of
hibernation.
Thrilled
by
the
sudden
realization and firm belief that they
were looking at the oldest living
things ever seen by man, the men
placed the seemingly lifeless forms
in a pail and started for the Jordan
home in Liberty.

“Cook these for supper tonight,”
Mrs. Jordan says her husband told
her as he handed her the pail. She
opened it and almost “passed out.”
“I don’t like frogs anyway, and
these, well, I just can’t say how I
felt.” She relates.

Revive in Warmth
The warmth of the Jordan home
was all that was necessary to
completely revive the frogs. They
showed signs of life slowly and
gradually. It was two days, though,
before the last of the six finally
decided that fifty million years
was enough hibernation. He joined
the other five among Mrs. Jordan’s
flowers, picking a nice branch for
a perch.
Yesterday afternoon, Col. E.
K. Brown, who heard about the
strange discovery from the Jordans
on Wednesday, took Prof. George F.
Beck, head of the science department
at the Central Washington College
of Education: Ed Wilson, local
amateur photographer, and a
Record reporter to the Jordan
home to get first hand information
on the unbelievable incident. The
Jordans and Brown told their story,
and offered the frogs as evidence.
Convinced that the men actually
did “blast them out of hard rock.”
Beck was impressed, admitted
the possibility and went to work
checking the details as science
would demand before accepting
the facts as truth.

Like Seeing Angels
“This is just like seeing angels.”
Beck remarked after he took one
look at the six lively “prehistoric”
specimens. “We might all be
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convinced that they certainly did
come from the mineralized shale.
Thus definitely establishing them
as of the Eocene age, but it’s going
to be a hard task to prove that to
skeptic scientists.” he added.
It is possible that frogs lived in
the early Eocene age, Beck said.
These six probably finished a
midnight serenade along the shore
of some lake or swamp, and as the
fall season was almost over, they
picked themselves a nice slimy spot
to dig in for the winter.
Of course winters weren’t
very cold or long in those days,
because palm leaf fossils found in
the same deposit indicate that this
country was then in the tropics.
Nevertheless frogs must hibernate
and these six certainly did.
Along about spring high water
must have washed a lot of mud
down to the edge of the swamp or
lake where the frogs were taking
their winter’s nap and before they
could dig out they were completely
buried. Then there were other
disturbance on the earth’s surface
and after millions of years the spot
was completely covered.
The frogs were then perfectly
sealed in the tomb, until Jordan and
his hired man got busy with their
dynamite.

Did Live In Other Ages
Beck said that frogs did live
during the Eocene age, according
to the teachings of science. There
have been other instances where
frogs have been unearthed under
similar circumstances. Science,
however, does not accept the
discoveries as facts, and you can’t
find accounts of the two or three

such incidents in the textbooks or
writings of eminent scientists.
However, Beck will attempt
to check all the details of the
discovery. First he will get in
touch with an expert on frogs and
find out what kind these are. If
they should happen to be a species
of amphibians now found in the
tropics, Jordan’s frogs are certainly
50,000,000 years old.
Those who visited the Jordan’s
frogs were impressed by the
sincerity of the men who made the
find. According to their story it was
impossible for the frogs to get into
the mine in any way, other than that
outlined. There are no openings
from the mine tunnel to the surface
of the hill above.

Tunnel is New
Work on the tunnel started
in November, after frogs had
hibernated for the winter. The last
25 feet of the tunnel was run during
the past 25 days, Jordan said,
and certainly there were no frogs
looking for a place to “dig in” for
the winter during that period. This
further removes the possibility
that the frogs were present day
inhabitants of the district.
Both of the men are certain that
they “blasted them out of the rock.”
They didn’t save the “pocket” in
which the slimy mass was sealed,
but know what kind of substance it
was, and gave a good description of
it. Jordan said he believed he could
find some of the exact shale on the
dump at the entrance to the tunnel.
The miners stated that the
frogs were not visible when they
worked the tunnel before the blast.
They said they drilled one hole

for a “shot” only about 18 inches
from where they found the pocket
containing the frogs after the
blast. They were emphatic in their
statement that had the pocket been
there before the blast they would
have seen it and the frogs in it.
Beck intends visiting the mine
at an early date, and carefully
examining the rock formation in
the tunnel and other details of
the discovery. It may be possible
to prove to other scientists the
facts in the case, and in this event
the discovery would be the first
authentic one of its kind.
Four of the frogs, are about two
inches long, and the other two are
about one inch long. Their legs are
the usual length of frogs of that
size. They are a peculiar looking
species. One unusual thing about
them is that they seem to change
color. When placed in a white box
they all turned gray. On a dark
living room rug they took on a
darker hue.
Beck brought two of them to
Ellensburg with him for further
study and observation. Miss B.
Bussetti, zoology instructor at the
high school, examined the frogs last
night and said they were different
from any she had ever seen, she
thought. She was not certain,
however, that they were not of the
species now found in that district.
The tunnel in which the frogs
were discovered is near the one
in which Jordan found $14,000
worth of “wire” gold in one pocket
in October, 1931. Jordan and his
mine gained fame as the result of
this discovery, but if the frogs are
the genuine 50,000,000 year-old
frogs they are thought to be, fame
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and fortune as the result of their
discovery will dwarf his old strike,
it is believed.

Another Discovery
At least one other similar
discovery has been reported in this
district. In October, 1928, workers
unearthed a frog while excavating
for the bridge across the High Line
canal north of Thorp.
This frog was found in sandy
hardpan, and was dug up by
a workman who saw its head
protruding along side a small rock.
The apparently dead frog was
placed in the sun and came to life
after a few minutes. It lived about
an hour.
Paul Jones, divisional engineer,
was the authority for the statement
that the frog probably was several
years old. It was found about 10
feet below the surface. He said he
could not explain how it got there
or what had kept it alive.
After it died, the body shrunk
to about half its size, and took on
a mummified appearance. It was
displayed in a window on Pearl
street for some time and then turned
over to a local biologist.
Shortly before the discovery of
this frog, another one was receiving
a lot of publicity, after it had been
taken out of a corner stone in a
building in Texas. It was said that
the Texas frog was known to have
actually lived 30 years imprisoned
in the cornerstone.

‘U’ Zoologist Hopes To See
Liberty Frogs
SEATTLE. Feb. 19—Professor
Trevor Kincaid, University of
Washington zoologist, urged
today that the frogs reported
found in a tunnel 75 feet below the
earth’s surface near Ellensburg,
be studied by scientists.
“There have been many reported
discoveries
of
‘prehistoric’
animal life similarly discovered
but I believe none have been
scientifically studied.” he said “It
should be determined whether the
Ellensburg frogs are of the current
age or of an older species.

“There have been similar cases
of frogs being found at hardly
believable depths but it is likely
they were of the common variety
and were carried down by water
seeping through holes and cracks
in the rock.
“I hope these frogs can be
studied at the Washington State
college, or they could send them
over here to us.

——
Informed of Professor Kincaid’s
recommendation that the frogs be
studied at the university or the
Washington State college, George
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F. Beck, of the Central Washington
College of Education, who now has
two of them here, said he wouldn’t
part with his specimens.
Beck agreed that scientists
should study them, but added he
was reluctant to send them away.

Logging Replaces Mining

Creek in 1938-39, Lion Gulch in 1940-41, upper
Swauk Creek in 1941 and Hurley Creek in 1944.
Archie Kennedy logged Mill Creek, Medicine Creek,
Blue Creek, Durst Creek, Hovey Creek and Iron
Creek. Dominick Contratto logged the area west
of Swauk Creek opposite First Creek. The Hurley
Creek operation in 1944 was the last of the railroad
logging in the Basin.
Logging continued on Forest Service land after
the 1940’s using military surplus D7 and D8 cats
with arches. Skyline operations were introduced in
the 1970’s and helicopter logging in the 1980’s. All
logging stopped in 1994 when President Clinton’s
forest plan designated the entire Swauk Basin as
wildlife sanctuary (late successional reserve) to
protect spotted owl habitat. U. S. Timberlands has
been logging on their private property using skidding
operation and thinning their stands of trees rather
than clear cutting. Their private lands now have the
same “park like” look the entire Basin had in 1900.
There are still many National Forest lands within
the Basin that have never been logged. The old trees
are now completely surrounded by smaller trees
providing a “ladder” for a fire to reach the crowns. A
uncontrollable wildfire could wipe out the old growth
as well as the Liberty townsite.
1—2

Gold mining and logging have been the two main
activities in the Swauk Basin until recent years when
both have declined, being replaced by outdoor recreation as the main activity. Gold mining and logging
coexisted in a complementary fashion. Early logging
and saw-milling was done to support the mining operations. Some timber being used for shoring in the
mines but most being used for homes and other structures. Little product was exported from the immediate area except over Blewett Pass to build the Blewett
mining camp. In the late 1930’s and early 1940’s the
Cascade Lumber Company, which owned 43 percent
of the land in the Swauk Basin, built railroad lines
up each of the main creeks and selectively logged the
large Ponderosa pines that could be skidded to the
rail lines. In the 1930’s miners were glad to get the
logging jobs to supplement their earnings from gold
mining. The headquarters camp was at Lauderdale
where First Creek joins the Swauk.
In the Swauk Basin almost all of the logging was
done by “gyppo” loggers under contract to Cascade
Lumber Company. E. Wm. (Bud) Hughes logged
First Creek in 1934-36, Baker Creek in 1936, Deer
Gulch in 1936-37, Pine Gulch in 1937, Williams

Logging With Horses Near Liberty—1920’s. Al Nicholson had a saw mill on his homestead and logged his land in the
1920’s and 1930’s. It is believed that this picture shows part of his operation. It had to be a challenge to handle such large logs
with only horse power. From an Al Nicholson negative in the Wes Engstrom collection
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Map of the Liberty Historic District Townsite—1980. The Liberty Historic District is depicted in the Historic American
Building Survey No. WA-163—Liberty Historic District (1981). The document also identifies each house and includes a history and photograph of each. The Liberty Historic District was formed in 1974 and includes a larger area than just the present
townsite. The west end of the Historic District was dropped from the townsite application because Virgil Hiner of Gold Placers Inc. and Irwin Benish, both of whom had mining claims on the property, did not want to get involved in applying for title
to the property. It was 6 years after the Historic District was formed that the townsite property owners obtained clear title to
their property. The administration of the portion of the Historic District not included in the townsite is the responsibility of
the Forest Service. Although nothing has been done by them, it is still possible that a historic Liberty mining interpretive
center could be created in the future. A new community fire hall has been built by the residents of the townsite and historic
Liberty pictures are on display in it.
Drawing courtesy of US Library of Congress (Historical American Building Survey No WA-163—Liberty Historic District (1981).
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The Liberty Townsite Faces Challenges

In the 1960’s a large mining operation attempted to evict the residents of Liberty and mine
the townsite itself. The residents resisted forcibly and the case ended up in the State Supreme
Court before it was settled in favor of the residents. In the process a number of buildings,
including the community hall, were destroyed.
In the 1970’s the Forest Service attempted to evict the residents claiming they were squatters on federal land. The residents believed they were in a legally created mining townsite and
much research was done to find the piece of paper setting it aside as a townsite. The piece of
paper was never found but enough documentation was found to create a Liberty Historic
District. The case ended up in the United States Congress before it was settled. After 10 years
of conflict the residents gained clear title to their land by buying it from the government.
The townsite survived all the challenges and today exists as an example to others that you
can fight city hall (the government) and win.

The Liberty Post Office and Nicholson’s Store—1940’s. The original log building has had a front addition added for the
store. It would appear there was a lot of sitting around the old stove to keep warm. The building is no longer standing, just a
few foundation stones survive.
An Al Nicholson Negative in the Wes Engstrom collection.
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A Mining Company Threatens
Liberty Townsite

town called Meaghersville (pronounced Mearsville) by
Washington State and Kittitas County.
Trouble for the town residents and property owners began to surface soon after the sale of the mining
properties. Virgil Hiner tacked up notices on all the
town buildings which stated: “In compliance with Forest Service regulations prohibiting the use of unpatented
mining claims for cabin and home sites, this structure
must be moved from this claim immediately.” He also
drove through the town and using a loud speaker demanded that the people vacate the claim because it now
belonged to the Thunderbird Mining Company. The
mining company and the residents alike appealed to
the Forest Service for help, but they adopted a hands
off policy. Personnel of the mining company continued
to display a belligerent attitude toward the townspeople
and it soon became apparent they would use any means
at their command to assert what they believed to be

by Henrietta Fackler
On March 29, 1963, the Golden Thunderbird
Mining Company (later the name was changed to Gold
Placers Inc.), with Virgil Hiner as general manager
bought the holdings of Nugget Properties, Inc. There
were patented and unpatented claims included in the
sale. These claims were situated along Williams and
Boulder Creeks beginning near Deer Gulch. Among the
unpatented claims was the New Discovery, and it was occupied by the Liberty townsite. Gold miners and families
had began to settle along Williams Creek in 1883. By
1890 the surface of the New Discovery was measured
out into town lots and residences and business buildings
were constructed. This settlement was recognized as a

Ben Killson’s Cabin in Meaghersville (Liberty)—1900’s. Ben Killson came into the Swauk Mining District in 1900 and
was active in the community in many ways. He was a recorder for the Swauk Mining District, he ran a small store in his house,
he filed on 17 mining claims over the years. The house is still being used as a residence.
Photo from the Wes Engstrom collection.
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their right of ownership to the Liberty townsite, the New
Discovery claim.
In the meantime the company began work on the
Bigney claim that lay adjacent to the Liberty townsite.
Noise from their machinery droned incessantly through
the pine studded valley and the great iron jaws of their
equipment tore viciously into the overburden of the Bigney. As they worked they heaped huge piles of tailings
and debris onto a portion of the town, and rocks and
dirt soon begin to slide into the clear mountain waters
of Williams Creek.
When the townspeople of Liberty made no effort
to vacate their properties, Virgil Hiner and his cohorts
burned down the town hall and a log cabin that at an
earlier time served the community as a United States Post
Office. The residents were highly incensed by this hostile
act and mourned the loss of these historical building. It

was learned later in time that District Ranger Warren
Drake was in favor of the burning.
The buildings were burned during the day, while
the men were away at work. The women in town were
intimidated by this aggressive action and were at a loss
as to what they should do. One of the women climbed
the hillside and helplessly watched the act of desecration,
while her tears coursed down both sides of her cheeks.
The town hall was a former school house built in
1904 and attended by children of the district up until
1939, when Liberty School District 44 was consolidated
with the Cle Elum School District. From that time until
present the children have attended Cle Elum and Roslyn
schools, and are transported there by bus.
When the school house was vacated the residents
bought the building from County School Officials and
converted it into the town hall. This was done as a
replacement of the original hall built in 1892 and was

Large Mining Operation in Liberty—1960’s. Gold Placers Inc., with Virgil Hiner as President, started mining the land
next to town in the 1960s with large earth moving equipment and threatened to destroy the entire camp. They did burn the
old school building before they were stopped by women in the street with a rifle.
Photo from Wes Engstrom collection, photographer unknown.
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torn down in 1944, because it had deteriorated to such
a degree that town citizens felt it was no longer safe to
use.
The community halls had always been the central
gathering place for the people in the town and the
whole of the surrounding community, and was used for
multi-purposes, such as, Swauk Mining District miner’s
meeting; Church and Sunday School services; weddings
and receptions, bridal and baby showers; Saturday night
dances, where gold nuggets were given away as door
prizes; a poling place for the Swauk Precinct from 1892
until 1961; the Women’s Literary Society organized in
1904; and occasionally a theatrical presentation performed by traveling actors groups.
Hiner’s animosity toward the people grew in intensity and he continued with any means at hand to try
and drive them out of their homes. His next venture
was an attempt to divert all of Williams Creek into the
town ditch. Fearing that the town would be washed out
by this action two of the town’s women made an effort
to stop Hiner and his co-workers. Elsie Hale held a rifle
on the culprits, while Henrietta Fackler contacted the

local State Game Department Warden to alert him of
the infraction of state game laws about to take place. The
warden soon arrived upon the scene and advised Hiner
of the regulations of the game department that did not
allow hydraulic projects such as, diverting a creek from
its natural stream bed. He further stated, “That if Hiner
attempted to continue with the violation he would be
arrested on the spot.”
The next move made by Hiner to intimidate the
townspeople was an attempt to cross the creek for the
purpose of dumping huge loads of tailings separated as
residue from the gold ore into the middle of the town.
On the day this was to take place, Graham Thorne, a
resident and World War II veteran patrolled the creek
bank carrying a rifle that he was prepared to use if the
occasion should arise. Fortunately, the game warden
arrived in time to settle the matter (while protecting the
creek waters from the trucks that would have driven
through the creek).
It was not long before a serious assault occurred,
Clarence Jordin Jr. was attacked by Virgil Hiner and
his brother while working in his yard. Clarence Jordin

Logging With a Tractor Near Liberty—1930’s. A 1926 Fordson crawler tractor with one very large log. The tracked version
of the Fordson tractor was a factory option available for a short time in 1926–27. It must have been a challenge to go down
hill with the set-up above.
From an Al Nicholson negative in the Wes Engstrom collection
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Jr. said he was hit on the head by one of the men’s pocket
knife. There also was a third man present with the Hiner
brothers. Jordin’s stepfather came to his defense, and
between the two of them they fought off the onslaught
perpetrated by the Hiner brothers and their friend. Jordin sued the Hiner brothers. He won the court decision
and received a rather sizable sum to compensate for his
injuries.
After the assault on Clarence Jordin Jr. several of the
miners started packing their guns. The County Sheriff
became fearful that there would be a loss of life, and
made the remark that the Liberty area was a powder
keg ready to explode.
Hiner began to complain  that he was unable to carry
on with his legitimate mining operations, because of the
Liberty occupants. He blamed the Forest Service for its
refusal to prosecute what he felt was trespassers upon the
land. He soon filed suit against the Liberty homeowners
in an effort to evict them.
The Liberty residents hired Jack McSherry, a Cle
Elum attorney, to defend them in the Kittitas County
Superior Court. The decision made by Judge Cole was
in favor of the residents and based on the testimony of
Amos Jordin, a long time resident in Liberty, that in
an earlier time it was first named New Yakima, then
Meaghersville. He testified to assisting Thomas Meagher

and one David Long in surveying and dividing up the
townsite into 100 foot frontage lots in the year 1885.
Virgil Hiner and company immediately filed an
appeal to the State Supreme Court, but to no avail. The
State Supreme Court handed down a decision in favor
of the residents on August 10, 1967.
Jack McSherry set a precedent case in securing
the decision in favor of the Liberty residents. Ordinarily cases concerning mining properties are held in the
federal courts. The decision was based on the precept of
estoppel and laches, with the explanation that various
mining claimants spent years of acquiescence and silence
while the Liberty inhabitants continued to live on the
property they regarded as their own. However the Judge
had stated: As against the United States, residents are
squatters or mere occupiers of the land. It will avail them
nothing to show that the buildings were built 10, 20, 50
or even 80 years ago, for no one can acquire by holding
adversely to the United States.
Hiner and company did make one last appeal to
the United States Supreme Court, but because of lack
of support from the Forest Service and the length of time
it would take to get their case before the court, more
than likely discouraged them and they withdrew their
appeal
1—2

Meaghersville (Liberty) Looking From the West—1905. The school is in the trees to the left and the community hall is in
the trees to the right. The Monohan house is slightly to the right in the center of the picture. The house in the foreground still
exists. Photo from the Wes Engstrom collection.
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A New York Times Article—1971. The battle for Liberty generated enough human interest to receive a five column
spread in The New York Times. There was even more coverage in the local and Washington State newspapers.
Article courtesy of the New York Times.
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Forest Service Challenges
Liberty’s Existence

the residents to continue to live there under rigid terms
conforming to Forest Service policy), and told the people
that they had no alternative but to accept the use-permits
or face eventual eviction from their homes. These agents
of the Forest Service said, “You people in our opinion
are considered to be squatters residing upon public lands,
but because of your long tenure upon the land we have
decided to try to resolve your occupancy problem by
means of a use-permit.”
The people felt that the use permit was merely a
sham offering and its only purpose was to coerce them
into relinquishing all legal rights to their property. They
refused to accept the permits, because they felt they had
legal rights and title to their properties.
The people knew that their historic mining town
would be destroyed by fire if they were evicted, because
Andrew Wright, Supervisor, Wenatchee National
Forest, told them so. He said they planned to create a
campground on the site. From that day forward American flags flew day and night over the Liberty townsite; a
constant reminder of the imminent danger that threat-

Liberty has had a long running feud with the
Forest Service beginning when the Wenatchee Forest was formed in 1907. The miners didn’t like the
Forest Service telling them what to do and the Forest
Service didn’t think most of the people in the camp
were really miners but instead where squatting on
Federal land. The standoff came to a head in 1971
when the Forest Service attempted to evict the residents of Liberty and turn the site into a campground.
The conflict was finally resolved in 1980 by an act
of Congress allowing the present residents to purchase their property from the Federal government.
The mining camp of Liberty, which once had 200
to 300 miners spread over many square miles, is
now precisely defined as 15.94 acres. There are 18
houses and 22 full time residents. It is on the state
and national historical registers as a place where the
independent miner’s traditions still exists. Miners
are still working in the surrounding hills in search
of that elusive gold. Henrietta Fackler describes the
conflict that began in 1971.
According to 1872 mining laws, which were based
on the peculiar customs, usages and laws of the mining
districts, which dates back to ancient time, miners within
a plotted mining district could stake a mining townsite
claim and hold it by occupation of the property to the time
of patent, and there was no stipulation as to a specific
time the patent should be applied for.
On the other hand, a mining claim is held by the
claimant for an indefinite time by completing $100.00
worth of assessment work each year.
In the case of the Liberty Townsite claim, it was
staked and platted long before the Forest Service was
ever established. There were two streets within the town.
One was named Main Street and ran from west to east
through the middle of the town. The other street was
called Swauk Avenue and began at the town hall crossing Main Street and stopping at the school house on the
north side hill.
In January of 1971, members of the Ellensburg
Ranger District, United States Forest Service, appeared
in Liberty unexpectedly one day. They brought with
them restrictive use-permits (an instrument allowing

Charles E W Bigney—1890’s. Charley Bigney, “the
gambler,” was a very successful miner in Liberty. He had
a claim, the Bigney, across the creek from Liberty.
Photo in the Wes Engstrom collection.
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ened the town and its citizens. The people rallied from the
initial shock of the Forest Service proposal, and began to
explore all available resources and possible support that
would be of benefit to them.
Attorney Jack McSherry was engaged to represent
the Liberty residents and property owners. Jack McSherry had been a champion of the people for over 25
years. He outlined a plan of action for the people to take
under consideration. He said, “Taking a government
bureau into court and expecting to win is like butting
your head against a stone wall.” He continued, “The better way to handle the situation would be to gain public
interest and support by airing the problem through the
news media and seeking political help.”
Letters were mailed to state and federal legislators
and local and state newspapers, TV stations, and radio
stations were contacted. The people were overwhelmed
by the response from the news media. The news items
were eventually picked up and aired by the Associated
Press, New York Times and French National News.
Repeat TV specials were shown throughout the United
States. Some of the local television stations that helped
were: KOMO Channel 4 and KING Channel 5 in
Seattle and KAPP TV and KIMA TV in Yakima.
Local newspapers involved were: Grange News, Seattle

PI, Tacoma Tribune, Daily Record, Northern Upper
County Tribune, Yakima Herald and Wenatchee Daily
World.
Petitions were circulated throughout Kittitas County
and Washington State describing the perilous situation
the Liberty citizens were faced with and the necessary
support they must engender in order to save their homes
and historic townsite. Many signatures of those offering
support were collected by means of the petitions, and
later in time, were included in the packet of legal documents sent to U.S. Representative Mike McCormack
and Senators Henry M. Jackson and Warren G.
Magnuson.
The Liberty Coalition was organized as a non profit
corporation and proved to be a formidable force in the
on-going controversy with the Forest Service. The Liberty
Coalition held monthly meetings within the town. They
were attended by local officials, members of the State
Parks and Recreation Board, Vista representatives,
local historians, concerned citizens, old timers having
once lived in Liberty, and state and federal legislators
and congressmen. Coalition members carried on a low
key campaign and never hesitated to invite the local
forest ranger to their meetings and kept him informed
of activities relating to the Liberty crisis.
Vista representatives, Tom and Julie Ahern, joined
the coalition members and lent invaluable assistance
to the cause. They helped to organize Liberty research
materials, designed and printed “Save Liberty” bumper
stickers, and printed brochures (material written and
researched by Henrietta Fackler). The brochures called
attention to the struggle the Liberty people were involved
in to save their properties. Inserted within the brochures
were cards addressed to Legislators appealing to them
to help save Liberty townsite. Later it was learned that
hundreds of these cards found their way into the offices
of Representative Mike McCormack, Senators Henry
M. Jackson and Warren G. Magnuson via the recipients
of the brochures.
Tom Ahern wrote the application to the State Parks
and Recreation Board for the placement of Liberty on
the national roll of historic places. Dr. Earl Glauert and
Henrietta Fackler furnished advice and material for the
application.
Wes Engstrom and Ralph Fackler built a booth that
was taken to the Ellensburg fair grounds for the purpose
of passing out brochures and “Save Liberty” bumper

A Booth at the Ellensburg Rodeo—1971. Ollie Jordin
and Henrietta Fackler at the booth at the rodeo raising
money and generating support for Liberty’s continued
existence.
Photo by Wes Engstrom.
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stickers. It was well worth their efforts. Much support
was realized from it.
Early-on a team was organized to research records
concerning the townsite and the predecessors who settled
the area. Members of the team were Clara Barker,
Connie Guse, Joyce Osgoodby, Joyce Engstrom, Evelyn
Hawton and Henrietta Fackler. Although beginners in
the field of research, records researched by this team later
proved to be most helpful in establishing the people’s legal
right of ownership to their property.
The residents revived the early custom of holding a
Fourth of July celebration. Many interested people came
from throughout the county and state to partake of a
pot-luck picnic and to join the celebrations. There was
fun for all; horse shoe pitching, gold panning contests,
exhibitions by the Legendary Gun Fighters (a group who
donated their services to the Liberty campaign), three
legged races, bingo and pie auctions. The auctions and
bingo games helped finance the campaign to further the
cause, and the guests upon leaving were resolved to join
in the efforts to save Liberty.
Things seemed to be going well for the campaign to
save the town and properties when the Forest Service
issued an ultimatum—Sign use-permits or move out!  
Immediately telephone calls and telegrams went into
the legislators.
At the advice of their attorney the residents barred
themselves inside their houses. They suspected that U.S.
Marshalls might appear at any time to evict them.
Friends and old timers in the area received word
of the eviction notice and were all fired up and ready to
come to Liberty and build barricades on the road and
defend them with rifles. The people refused the offer not
wanting to place these good friends in jeopardy.
At the last minute legislators intervened and told
the Forest Service to back off and give the people ample
time to research the records they needed to establish the
legal claim to their properties.
The Forest Service Decides To Help
The Forest Service gave the residents a number
of extensions and in the end helped the residents get
clear title to their property. The paper establishing
a mining townsite was never found. Enough information was found however to create the Liberty
Historic District. When that happened the Forest
Service decided the best way to resolve the conflict
was to have the residents submit a new application
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Liberty Historic District Plaque—1974. The Liberty
Historic District was created in 1974. The district is a
“living ghost town” where the spirit of the early miners
lives on.
A Roy Mayo photo from the Wes Engstrom collection

for a townsite under the 1866 townsite laws. The
Forest Service helped the residents submit such an
application. Symbolically it was submitted on July 4,
1976, the day of the U.S. Bicentennial Celebration.
Things looked good for the residents.
However, that fall the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act of 1976 was passed by Congress
and became law. It repealed homestead and townsite
laws, including the 1866 law the Liberty resident had
filed under. The new law did not have a provision for
creating a new townsite on federal land. After all, no
one had filed for a townsite under the law for many
years. It looked like Liberty residents had won the
battle with the Forest Service but lost the war with
the U.S. Government.
The Forest Service came to the rescue again and
suggested a special interest bill be passed by Congress
saying Liberty could be an exception to the new law.
There was a provision in the new law that provided

for the transfer of federal land to a town that needed
to expand but was completely surrounded by federal
land. That didn’t exactly apply to Liberty as the
townsite didn’t legally exist and hence there was no
political entity for the U.S. government to transfer
the land to. The special interest bill said that in our
case the land could be transferred to the Kittitas
County Board of Commissioners. The Commissioners in turn could transfer the land to the residents.
Again the residents used all the political influence they could muster to get the entire Washington
State delegation in Congress to support the bill. It
worked. The bill was passed by Congress and signed
by President Jimmy Carter in 1978. Victory at last.
However, the celebration was short lived.

law that says property cannot be disposed of by
County Commissioners except at auction to the
highest bidder. The second law, The Federal Historical Preservation Act, says property of historical
significance cannot be disposed of by the Federal
government without the approval of the Historic
Preservation Commission.
The first roadblock was removed by getting a
special interest bill passed by the Washington State
Legislature and signed by Governor Dixie Lee Ray. It
sounds easy to say but it never would have happened
without a special effort by Senator Frank “Tub”
Hanson, a friend of Liberty. The session in 1980 was
supposed to be “bare bones” with no special interest
bills. Senator Hanson managed to pull it off anyway
and Liberty became an exception to the State law.
The concern of the Office of Historical Preservation took more intricate negotiations but was finally
resolved by proposing a county zoning ordinance

Two Additional Roadblocks Materialize
Two additional obstacles surfaced that would
have to be overcome. There is a Washington State

Harry Hale’s Water Powered Rod Mill—1980. It took many pulleys to turn the cylinder full of steel rods used to
grind up gold ore. The cylinder is not shown. The mill no longer exists.
Photo from the Library of Congress, Historical American Building Survey No WA-163—Liberty Historic District (1981)
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to preserve the character of the Liberty Historic
District. Back to lobbying. This time lobbying the
County Commissioners. The “Liberty Historical
Zone” was added to the county zoning code. Any
new structure would have the look of the old; board
and batten or log exteriors, plain galvanized roofing,
wood windows, no paint and wooden fences. When
the historic district was created it was not the architecture that was stressed as important to preserve
but instead the independent spirit of a mining community. It was based on the Liberty sign—You Have
Just Visited The Living Remains Of A Ghost Town.
The spirit of the miner is still here. You just can’t see
a spirit, you have to feel it. The county zoning would
assure that the look of a ghost town would also be
preserved. The spirits of the old miners are happy to
have a familiar place to hang out.
Again the residents celebrated—and again the
celebration was short lived.

were going to erect a toll gate and recoup their money.
The county road was removed from the deal.
Raising the money was not easy because some
residents simply did not have it. However, friends
and family did come through for those in need and
$39,650 was deposited with the County Board of
Commissioners. The process of title transfer started.
In December 1981 the residents finally received clear
title to their property.
The struggle for clear tittle would not have been
successful if it weren’t for the widespread feeling of
“community” that county residents felt for Liberty.
People who had lived here and people who had gone
to school in Liberty were amongst the most helpful
supporters. There were also the large number of
people who identified with Liberty because they had
mined or played here over the years.
1—2

Liberty Becomes More Costly
The next roadblock showed up when the Forest Service appraiser came to place a “fair market
value” on the Liberty property. The original 1866
townsite laws provided for the federal land to be sold
for a townsite at $2.50 an acre. The Federal Land
Policy and Management Act of 1976 specified land
to be sold at fair market value. The special interest
bill passed by Congress was silent on the subject of
price. The appraiser decided fair market value was
$2,500 per acre, the going price of recreation land
at the time.
The residents hadn’t expected to pay that much
for land they already owned. Another special interest bill was considered, one that would specify a
more reasonable price. However, Senator Jackson
had died and a new slate of Representatives was in
office. It would be another huge effort to solicit political support for another special interest bill. More
importantly, what looked easy to the politically naive
residents the first time was now recognized as a truly
heroic, or lucky, effort. A special interest bill was
truly “special” and not easy to do. It was decided to
pay the U.S. government their asking price. However,
one small concession was won. The original price included the county road. The residents told the Forest
Service that if they had to buy the county road they

Congressman Mike McCormack—1980. The Congrssman was addressing the crowd gathered to celebrate the
residents gaining clear title to their property. Congressman
McCormack was instrumental in getting a special interest
bill passed by the U. S. Congress and signed by President
Carter to give the residents clear title to their property. Henrietta Fackler had introduced the Congressman. The flag
was from the coffin of Graham Thorne, a veteran who patrolled the street with a rifle to stop the mining company
from destroying the camp.
Photo by Wes Engstrom.
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Swauk Gold Dredge—1926. This large gold dredge, the Powder River Gold Dredge No. 2, was brought in from Sumpter,
Oregon, in 1925. It started working in the Swauk at the big rock outcrop north of Liberty Cafe and got just up Deer Gulch
before being stranded. It could not handle the hard, shallow bedrock. The dredge was dismantled and shipped to Alaska, the
barge it sat on still rots in the dredge pond in Deer Gulch.
From an Al Nicholson negative in the Wes Engstrom collection

A Handful of Nuggets From Liberty—1960’s. Liberty is famous for its very large gold nuggets, the largest nuggets in the
State came from here. These are from the Gold Placers operation across Williams Creek from Liberty.
Photo from the Wes Engstrom collection.
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Liberty’s Spirit Continues as a Living Ghost Town

Liberty never became a true ghost town in that it has been continuously occupied since
it was first established. It can, however, be described as a “living” ghost town where prospectors still look for gold, where a unique form of the ancient arrastra is preserved and where
the people are once again building a community gathering place. Only a few of the old mines
are being worked but things may be changing. There is a new mining operation starting on
the site of the original gold discovery using the latest in mining technology. The place may
yet boom again.
The final resting place for the early pioneers still waits silently on a beautiful little hillside
for those who have contributed to the betterment of their community. The spirit of the early
pioneer can be felt in the Swauk Cemetery just as it can be felt in Liberty.

Liberty Crystalline Wire Gold Specimen—
2006. Crystalline wire gold, found mostly on
Flag Mountain, is much sought by mineral collectors. It is a rare form of gold found in only about a
half dozen places in the world. There are displays
of Liberty crystalline wire gold in the Smithsonian Institute in Washington D.C. and in mineral
collections around the world. This particular
specimen probably came from Ollie Jordin’s old
mine on Flag Mountain. Ollie’s mine is still being
worked for specimen gold. The gold specimen
shown was originally encased in calcite which was
etched away by acid leaving the very delicate features intact. Sometimes crystalline gold is found
in a pocket of mud and only needs to be washed
with water to reveal the structure.
Photo by Wes Engstrom.
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A 120 Pound Pocket of Crystalline Gold Taken From the Ace of Diamonds Mine—1956. Al Marcear and his
brother, Ted, found the pocket on Clarence Jordin’s Ace of Diamonds mine on Flag Mountain. The gold was in a
pocket of mud and only needed to be washed to reveal the beautiful crystalline gold. Specimens from this pocket have
found their way into mineral collections throughout the world, including the Smithsonian Museum of Natural History in Washington DC.
Photo courtesy of Anita Nesvacil.

An Enlarged View of a Small Crystalline Gold Specimen From the Ace of Diamonds Mine—2006. This small
specimen was from the 120 pound pocket taken out of the Ace of Diamonds mine in 1956. It shows clearly the intricate patterns of crystalline gold and illustrates why mineral collectors seek such specimens. Photo by Wes Engstrom.
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Gold Continues to Fascinate People
There were two aspects of gold mining in Liberty
that were different from most mining districts; wire
crystalline gold and a unique design for an arrastra.
Three Types of Gold Mining
Most mining districts have two types of gold
mining, placer and lode. The Swauk Mining District
has three, placer and lode gold mining in the usual
ways and, in addition, pocket mining for crystalline
wire gold. Gold crystals occur only in half dozen
places in the world. Specimens from the Swauk
Mining District are among the best and are found in
mineral collections throughout the world. Placer gold
is recovered by washing gravel, lode gold by digging
ore from a vein in rock and grinding it to free the
gold, and wire crystalline gold is found by following seams through the rock to find pockets of gold.
When the pockets are found, nothing more needs
to be done to recover the gold. Usually just wash the
mud off, occasionally soft calcite is dissolved to free
the specimen.
1—2

Bertha Benson, A Lady Gold Miner—1960’s. Bertha
was a school teacher from Arlington and was Liberty’s
only lady gold miner. She always had her hair done up
properly and wore her earrings while mining.
Photo in Wes Engstrom collection.

A Crystalline Wire Gold Alphabet—1960’s. Bertha Benson started this alphabet in 1949 and when finished she
donated it to the Washington State History Museum. Each letter is a naturally formed piece of crystalline wire gold
from her Windfall Claim. Unfortunately the alphabet is no longer on display.
Photo of a post card Bertha had printed.
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Drawing of the Liberty Arrastra—1980. This sketch of the construction details of the Liberty arrastra is contained in the
Historic American Building Survey No. WA-163—Liberty Historic District (1981). The Liberty arrastra was built in 1976
to preserve a unique local design of the ancient arrastra. The Liberty arrastra has a 17 foot horizontal undershot water wheel
using water pressure like a modern Pelton water wheel rather than using the weight of the water as do overshot water wheels.
The entire weight of the water wheel is supported on a single wooden bearing and there are no gears needed. The design is very
practical in the mountainous Liberty area where high pressure water can be obtained simply by running a pipe up the mountain side to a water source. This design has been used around Liberty and no where else nor is there any reference to such a
design found in mining literature. It is still a mystery which miner in Liberty came up with the novel design. The Liberty
arrastra is the only workable arastra known to exist on the West Coast. There are many remains that are preserved in ming
displays but they are usually only partially complete and not operable. The Liberty arrastra is used for demonstrations only
and no mercury is used in the tub.
Drawing courtesy of US Library of Congress (Historical American Building Survey No WA-163—Liberty Historic District (1981).
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Origin of Liberty’s Arrastra
Design Remains a Puzzle

drag-stones tied directly to the spokes of the wheel.
It does not use a gear as does a vertical water wheel
nor does it require a heavy framework to support it.
It operates on a single replaceable wooden bearing
and is about as light weight and stable as is possible
for a large water wheel. It may be that this was the
last improvement made to the ancient arrastra in its
3000 year history, but the innovation was lost to the
historians because industrial technology developed
better devices, such as the stamp mill, and the ancient
arrastra was quickly forgotten.
In 1897 there were eight arrastras in operation
in the Swauk Mining District. They were soon
outclassed by the more modern stamp mills, but
nevertheless, arrastras were still being used here in
the 1930s and one, the Virden arrastra, was used in
the 1950s. It is still a mystery who came up with the
idea of using a horizontal undershot water wheel.
Was it a local invention or was it brought here from
somewhere else? A search through mining history
books has not found a single mention of such a water
wheel, and no one living around here now has been
able to tell us why local arrastras used this unique
design while arrastras just fifteen miles away did
not. Perhaps it was one of the same people who had
the foresight to build the first Liberty school who
also had the natural engineering ability to
adapt technology and create a truly great
improvement in arrastra design. That is,
to create what can be called the “Liberty
design” for the arrastra.
1—2

The Swauk Mining District also has a unique
type arrastra. Some form of an arrastra has been used
during the pioneer stage of mining in just about every
part of the world. Gold ore is reduced to a mud by
grinding action between a drag-stone and the rocklined bottom of a tub. Mercury is used in the tub
to amalgamate with the fine gold released from the
ore as it is ground. The heavy mass of gold amalgam
stays on the bottom as the mud is washed away by
constantly running water into the tub. The amalgam
is collected and is heated in a retort to vaporize the
mercury, leaving the gold behind.
The Spanish are credited with bringing the
arrastra to the West Coast of the United States
via Mexico. Originally the arrastra was powered
by man or animals, but as technology developed,
water wheels were used where water power was
available. The local arrastras used a very innovative
water wheel design unique to this area. Instead of a
vertical water wheel, local arrastras had a horizontal
undershot water wheel which looked much like a
merry-go-round, with the tub in the center and the

A Unique Version of an Ancient Arrastra—1974. The Virden arrastra built by George Virden on his claim at
about the 4000 ft. elevation above Liberty. The arrastra is an ancient device used to separate gold from ore. A dragstone is pulled over a rock-bottomed tub by the horizontal undershot water wheel. The gold ore is placed in the tub,
which is filled with water and the dragstone crushes the ore freeing the gold. The gold falls to the bottom and is
amalgamated with mercury while the mud is washed away. The amalgam is heated in a retort, vaporizing the mercury, leaving the gold behind. The Virden arrastra was on the historic register, but was destroyed by vandals, as
shown in the insert. A working replica was built in Liberty on the spot where the old Monahan house once stood.
Photos by Wes Engstrom.
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Sawing The Poles to Length (1974)

Rolling the Main Log in Place

Fitting the Rafters in Place

Splitting the Shakes

Turning the Center Post

Forming the Logs for the Tub Bottom

Shaping the Sides of the Tub

The Tub Assembled
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Building the Water Wheel

Lining the Bottom of the Tub With Rocks

Building the Liberty Arrastra. The Liberty arrastra was built to preserve the unique local design of an ancient mining tool.
The structure is a replica of the Virden arrastra on Table mountain and the tub a replica of the Jordin arrastra on Baker Creek.
The large logs in the structure and tub are tamarack which the pioneer preferred to use for building because of its durability.
The hand split shake also are tamarack. The center shaft of the wheel is red fir which is the next most durable local wood and
is better for use where dimensions are more critical, as tamarack logs have a tendency to split as they dry. The posts and the
tub are set in clay to prevent, or at least retard, rotting. The water wheel is constructed from sawed lumber which was reserved
for the most critical uses; the spokes and boards are fir and the buckets (under the outside rim) are oak. The overlapping row
of shakes at the peak of the roof was a common method used to rain proof the peak when the wind could be depended on to
blow from the same direction most of the time. In Liberty strong winds blow from the west. The tub has a wooden bottom
and the rocks lining the tub are carefully positioned and wedged tight so they cannot be pulled loose by the drag stone; and
then they are sealed with clay to prevent the mercury from escaping. The drag stone was sized according to the water pressure
available; the more pressure the larger the stone. The water comes from the town water ditch dug by the miners about 1894.
Photos by Wes Engstrom.

The Completed Arrastra (1976)
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A Building May Again Bring
A Community Together

lot where the original hall stood. The building will
be larger than the school house was and smaller than
the original community hall. It should make you
think school house.
The hall is being built entirely by voluntary donations of money, material and labor so its completion date is unpredictable. An annual Fourth of July
barbecue and an autumn “garage sale” are held to
help raise funds and these efforts are again bringing
the community together for celebrations. Construction is proceeding as funds are available and in 2007
there is still work that needs to be done on the inside
to finish it.
One day it may be finished and in the meantime
it is used as is for whatever community function
comes up.
1—2

Liberty had been without a community hall for
35 years. The original hall was started by the local
miners in 1892 and finished in time for a big Fourth
of July dance in 1895. In the 1940’s the old hall was
torn down and replaced by moving the old school
house down the hill to the same spot. In the mid
1960’s the old school building was burned down by
the Gold Placers mining company during their dispute with the residents over right to the townsite.
In 1999 the residents of Liberty started building a fire hall to house an antique fire engine. The
design of the hall was inspired by the look of the old
school house and it is being built on the community

The Liberty Fire Hall—2006. A new community building is being built on the spot where the previous two community halls stood. The building is being built to house badly needed fire fighting equipment and is also a community gathering place. It is being built entirely by donations of money, labor and materials by Liberty people. The hall
also is used to display historical pictures of Liberty’s past.
Photo by Wes Engstrom
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Swauk Cemetery Still
Beckons Liberty’s Souls

Christine Bettas, late of Lauderdale, wrote in A
History of Kittitas County Washington – 1989 the
following about the cemetery.
This quiet spot, gives one a feeling of serenity. The
presence of the pioneers of this area, whose hardships,
joys and heartaches could well fill a book, can almost
be felt. It is good to know, that in the turmoil of today’s
fast-moving world and changing patterns of society,
there still exists areas such as this which are the essence
of peace and tranquility.
The same can be said of the entire Swauk Basin,
which makes it important for the present keepers of
the land to preserve it for future generations.

Pioneers Shared a Cemetery
The Swauk Cemetery was started in 1884 when
Mary Evans was buried on a gentle wooded slope
in Swauk Prairie. There has never been a formal
cemetery association formed for the cemetery; it
was just an area set aside for pioneer families from
Liberty, Lauderdale and Swauk Prairie to be buried.
The only other cemetery in the area is the one acre,
three grave, family cemetery of Peter McCallum in
Horse Canyon (now Bettas Road). The Northern
Pacific Railroad was granted the section of land
containing the cemetery, and about 30 graves, in
1896 as part of their land grant. Two pioneers, Wm
Kinney and Abe Wright, bought the cemetery land
back from the railroad in 1902 and it has continued
as a private cemetery ever since. Permission to be
buried is not based on how much money you have
but, instead, on who you are or what contribution
you have made to the community during your life.
There are now about 300 graves on the five-acre site,
the exact number is uncertain because early records
were lost. It is thought there are about two dozen unmarked or unidentified graves. The Kittitas County
Genealogical Society has published a document, The
Rural Cemeteries of Kittitas County, including the
Swauk Cemetery.

Henrietta Fackler Earned Her Spot
After more than nine years in a nursing home,
Henrietta lost her long struggle with Alzheimer’s.
She died in September and we buried her with her
friends in the Swauk Cemetery. The funeral did have
its lighter moments though. The hearse leading the
funeral procession got lost on the way to the little
cemetery and it almost made it to Liberty before we
managed to get ahead of it, flag it down and get it
headed in the right direction. We think Henrietta’s
spirit has a strong attachment to Liberty. A tribute
to her follows.

The Swauk Cemetery
Sign—2006. The Swauk
Cemetery is a private nonendowed cemetery and is
situated on a pleasant little
hillside on Swauk Prairie. It
started in 1894 and has
been continuously used
since that time. Most all of
the pioneer families in Liberty, Lauderdale and Swauk
Prairie have family members buried there.
Photo by Wes Engstrom.
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Henrietta Fackler 1920-2006
Henrietta Blanche Fackler, 86, of Liberty died
Sunday, September 24, 2006 at Kittitas Health and
Rehabilitation Center, Ellensburg, WA.
Henrietta was born in Yakima, WA on March
20, 1920, the daughter of Henry Clay Armstrong and
Elizabeth (McCloud) Armstrong. She was known
fondly as “Henry” to her relatives and “Rusty” to her
friends because of her beautiful red hair.
Henrietta attended grade school in Ellensburg
and continued her education in Yakima where she
met her future husband, Ralph Fackler. They were
married August 2, 1938 and their son Allen was
born in 1939. After living in Yakima a few years, they
moved to Liberty, WA where their daughter, Carole,
was born in 1945. Henrietta said they chose Liberty
for their home because of her husband. He fell in love
with the outdoors and became a logger for the rest of
his life. When the logging stopped around Liberty
the family moved to Snoqualmie, WA. After living
in Snoqualmie, Henrietta and Ralph purchased and
ran the Swauk “Y” store at Lauderdale for four years
from 1968 to 1972. Henrietta rose to the occasion
and learned how to run a business while Ralph continued to log on the west side.
Henrietta felt very proud and honored for being
chosen in 1989 as one of the 100 people who have
made significant contribution to Kittitas County
over the last 100 years. She was chosen for her
contribution in saving the gold mining townsite of
Liberty after the Forest Service attempted to evict
the residents in 1970.
Henrietta had never finished high school and
knew the campaign to save Liberty would require
skills she did not have. At age 50 she obtained a
GED and enrolled in Central Washington University
where she learned to do historical research and where
she enjoyed helping Prof. Earl Glauert by researching
gold mining for his book “Kittitas Frontiersmen.”
Henrietta became a skilled researcher and writer.
She entered into politics in 1972, and served as chairperson for the Kittitas County Democratic Central
Committee for two separate terms. She also was a
member of the Swauk Teanaway Grange, and was
secretary for two years. She was on the board of directors of the Upper County Heritage Council’s Board
of Directors and helped organize the Gold Leaf Guild
for the Children’s Orthopedic Hospital.

Henrietta Fackler—1988. Henrietta spearheaded the
effort to stop Gold Placers from destroying the camp
and then the effort to win clear title to the property
when the Forest Service attempted to evict the residents.
She had intended to write a book about Liberty but Alzheimer’s struck before she could finish.
Photo from Wes Engstrom collection.

Henrietta was the driving force in having Liberty
declared a historical site on both the state and national registers of historic sites. She also spearheaded
getting a special interest bill passed by Congress,
signed by the president Carter in 1978, granting
Liberty residents clear title to their property. In addition she pushed for a special interest bill passed by
the Washington State Legislature, signed by Gov.
Dixie Lee Ray, and special historic zoning passed
by the Kittitas County Commission before the title
was finally given to the Liberty residents for their
property in 1982.
Henrietta had a brilliant mind and it was a
cruel turn of fate that she should be afflicted with
Alzheimer’s disease and had to spend the last nine
years of her life in a rest home. She was a loving
mother, grandmother and great grandmother, who
did not hesitate to stand behind her beliefs.
1—2
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Sweat, Arthur J. 33
Sweat, Sybil 35
Swisher, S. A. 30
Sylvester, A. J. 21

T
Tainer, Albert 37

Tainer, Albert & Clara 37
Tainer, Edith 37
Tainer, Elsie 37
Terry, O. W. 30
Thompson, B. M. 33
Thorne, Graham 70, 77
Thos. Livingston 33
Todd, Dolores v
Todd, Dolores ( Jenks) 39, 46
Todd, Dolores Jenks 45
Todd, Thomas 42
Towner, Edward 5
Triplett, G. 36
Triplett, Marie 36
Triplett, Waren J. 36
Tweet, Torkel 30

V
Virden, Dorothy June 54
Virden, George 54, 83

W
Walgren, Clarence 54
Walgren, Mrs. Clarence 54
Wall, J. W. 18
Waycotte, Nettie 35
Waycotte, T. & M. 35
Weaatherby, Mrs. M. M. 33
Wellman, M. 30
Wellman, Mrs. P. 30
Westgate, Adam 37
Westgate, J.B. 37
Wheeler, David iv
Wheeler, Jean 55
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Wheeler, Mrs. Wallace 54
Wheeler, Wallace 54
Whidden, Gladys B. 33
Whited, Harry 37
Whited, M.G. 37
Whitmore, L. 31
Whittier, Blanch 36
Whittier, Howard 36
Whittier, Mrs. 36
Williams, T. Lloyd 10
Wilson, Arthur 31, 35
Wilson, Bert 35
Wilson, Bertie 31
Wilson, Chas. 28
Wilson, Ed 62
Wilson, J. A. 31
Wilson, John, 31
Wilson, John A. & Janice 35
Wilson, Onah 31, 35
Wintz, A. J. 10
Womack, L. P. 37
Womack, Wade 37
Wright, Abe 87
Wright, Andrew 73

Y
Yeatman,Guardian 35
York, A.F. 28, 33, 45
York, H. F. 30
Young, E.J. & M.E. 35
Young, Idena 35
Young, Marvel 35
Young, Roland 35
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Spirit of Liberty
Some places just seem to have an invisible sense that says a
historic spirit exists there. Liberty is one such place. It started
out as a gold mining boom camp that never really boomed
but instead grew into a family oriented camp complete with
stores, a post office, a school and a community hall. Most
pioneer families in Kittitas valley associated with it at one
time as miners, or developers or just guests
who had a great time
at community events,
especially the Saturday
night dances.
The early miners had to build their own roads
into the gold camps. The one they built between
the Swauk and Peshastin mining camps became
Highway 97 of today.
Liberty would not exist today if it hadn’t been for the dedication of a few Liberty residents in the 1970’s who became engaged in an epic battle with the federal bureaucracy
to preserve Liberty. If they had failed, Liberty would be a campground today.
An early miner in Liberty managed to improve on
the design of the ancient arrastra. The significance
of the unique design was lost because the arrastra
had already been replaced by modern mining devices. The building of
the Liberty arrastra
preserves the details
of that unique design.
Liberty has two kinds of gold that still fascinates people—large nuggets, the largest in the State, and crystalline wire gold, which is found in only a few places in the
world.
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